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IiNTKOUUCTION 
The testing of seeds by agricultural e:<periment stations in the 
United States v/as initip.ted in the latter part of the 19th century 
because l>.mers not only recniosted information about seed fiualitj but 
demanded that the sale of seed be controlled by proper labelin,;?. 
Measurement of seed tiualit;/- and labelin,-^  of seeds both renuire 
laboratorj;- tests, Tv/o types of tests -.vera first undertaken, namely 
(1) determination of purity including the kind oJ' v;eed seeds present 
and (2) determination of viability as measured by ^ j-ermination tests 
and expressed in percentafje genrdnation. As experience was gained in 
raakin,^  .gemination tests it became necessary to classify the diffez'ent 
types of seedlings produced in terms of potential plant production. As 
a result seedlin,f;s are noiv rated as normal or obheri'vise. i'-ormn,! seed­
lings are those which produce the structures conuiionly recorrsized as 
essential to the ;.rrov;th of ?. noiwl plant under favorable field condi­
tions. It vras also found that seedy varied considerably in ti'eir envi-
ronraental requirements for f^ eitnination vrfdch led to the determination 
of optimuju conditions for tlie ;:;emina.tion of each kind of seed. At the 
present time most seed laboratories attempt bo measure the ;tia.ximum 
vi.a-bility of each seed lot, reco jiij-.ing that response in the field vdll 
depend on the operation of many factors. 
Vdtldn the past 10 to 15 years corudderable enphasis 'nas been 
placed on the effcct of soil-borne axid aeed-borne raicroorfj-anisnifi, on 
p;eriiiinr<.tion of seeds in tVie field ?ind th.e subsec.uent .f^ rov,-th of the plants. 
Occ.;>sionf!lly vdien hi'lily viable seed free from pathor^ eriG h-":is been planted 
in the field uurtial or complete failures in stn.nd h-ivo reeulb'^ id. A hi;,'h 
laboratory .'^ enrdnation percenba;>c does not me-r-n thf.t, hl'e seed v;ill produce 
a (-^ ood I'irjld stand. It has seeK'ed i;r;uerabive thr:t s nev. iB.borEtory tech­
nique be developed v;hich v;ould vive jfevmi.nfrtion rersponses more nearly 
co'nf)."irable bo bhose under certain adve-'se field conditions. This tech­
nique could, of course, utilise fi. :Tcnnin?.bion medium containnng the soil 
furi,^  that hrive been shov.Ti to Cfiuae the poor field stnjids. Likev.ise, 
laboratory methods for the detection of aeed-bome or,i?anisas, their effcct 
on ??erralnstion ;uider Iwboratory conditions and this evaluation of seed 
fun'dcides should be further developed. The investigations reported in 
this thesis h-'ve to do "d th t!ie development of supplcjmentsry laboratory 
metViods for (l) evnluntint; seed lobs as to their response to soil-borne 
orf^ anisTiis, (2) evaluatinj fun.-'icides for the disinfection of seeds and 
their protection s./.-ainst soil funfTL ;'.nd (3) det'-.n'iinin-r thy si/mificance 
of certai.n se-ed-bome orcranisms on seveT'?;l kinds of fiold end vefreb'-ble 
crop seeds. 
SOIL FUNGI AND SiSD GlilRjai.ATIOR 
Revievf of Literature 
A revie-v of all the literature concerning soil orsranisms that affect 
plnnts is not i-icrtinent to this otudy. Soil fun,;7i in ^ e^nernl have been 
revleiied by Tiaksinan (1916), Oilman and Abbott (19^ -^ 7) f-nd Niethsmer (1937). 
Much Kork hfis 'oeon done concernin;^  organisms cr-usiri;/ root-rot of economic 
planbG. SI .iriiuonds (1941) revie7;ed the literature relative to root-rots of 
cereal croos anii Berkeley {19kk) suirnnarlKec.' tlie pro^ resK mfide pertaininr^  
to root-rots of certain noti-cere.':'! crops. 
Besides oaiisinE^  root-rots, soil fun d attEck aeedH vnd ssedlinir^ s 
before tb.te youn,r< pl.'^ vnti; have become establifhoii. Moat nlr.nt patholo .-dpts 
Vvho h'lvs been concerned v'ith t?ield stands li'-rve I'efe.'Ted bo the role 
played by soil fun;^ . In recent years, vjork done in lovrs. iiidicatcs that 
field stand of many crops is reduced by seedling doiuping-off caused by 
species of P;/thium. Meredith (l93'^ ') described a method for isolating 
Ph'/comycetous funr^ i. He found that P^ rbhium debar','•anum v.as the predomi-
natin;^  Phycomycete of five Iov:a £3oils collected in April 1937 although 
five other species of Phycomycetes vfere found, n;-Jiiely, Pytliium uulchi-um, 
£• stratum. P. ulbimum, P. grmiriicola and Aphanomvces sp. Ho (19A1) 
concluded th;?.t Pythiuffl debaryanum Hesse vvas the causc of jaost pre-emergenoe 
blighb of corn t'-nd that P* ,^ Traj.'.3.nicola Subr. and Gibbcrella saubinetii 
(Mont.) Sacc. were virnilent patlio?^ ens nffectinp; thf? roots and lower 
mesocotyl of seedlings. These tv.'O latter or-;anisms often cnused post-
emer:"rence blight. P.,h-l7.octoni3 solani Kuhn v/ris found to be less destiatctive 
occurrin,'; in the lov;er par-t of bhe mesocotyl. Ho, liierndith gnd .Mclhus 
(19/J.), ftelch (194^ ?) f-n'- BuchholtK (194-'") slso reported that ispecies of 
Pythiujn v^ ere responsible for iraich of blie d?irnpin:v-off of saedlini-:s in 
lovra soils. 
Obsei'vations by invesbarrators of tlie injury bo seed fjerrrdnation by 
soil fungi naturally led to ei study of fun,tdcideo tb;=t would protect 
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seeds from infection. Redriy .-iTid BvicliholtK (193?) recomiueivdei:! thr.t beet 
seed be troat&d vdl.h iiev; Lnproveri Corcs^ in nt the rate of k to 7 ounces 
per 100 poundis of seed for the control of dr'iiipin;;^ '-off. Tlvsy based their 
recoramendstions on triffls iTiCirio in tiie .greenhouse. Davis (193?) used 
autoclMVed Mid natural conipoat under ;-reonhouse conditions in atudyin?^ ' 
the effect of treatincnt on per, seeds but did not iiriply specifically 
thfit a labor;.?bor/-ficld jerrnin.-ition r;il''tionHhio could be developed. 
Greenhouse tests vfere mcide by iiorsfall (193^ 0 anci recoraaisnrla-tions for 
seed treatment were 'iivw but no study relo.tinv: PTeenhouse tests to field 
stfind uj'ider adverse conditions was reported. i'icNev; (1943) presented data 
srio-'/dn •; the r~^ l;jtioiiship between the fjermination of peas in tl'se field 
Slid in the j-treonhouse in soil ri.rtificially infested .ith Pythium vilti mum. 
In r«cent years the /imerican ?hytopatholo.9;ic;il Society h'-^ .s been conductin?^  
extensive cooperative experimenbs for tlie ev?.lu«tion of seed fungicides. 
From tiras to tiine progress reports h-ive been issued. 
The acciiitiul;:'tion of knov:ledc;e concarnln.^  the effect of soil fungi 
snd fungicides on the --ermination of seeds in the soil has been obbEi.ned 
by o;cperiments in the field .^ .nd f;reonhouse. Kield ••nd "Teenhouse soils 
and tempercttures are quite vo.ri".ble hcnce the results have often been 
erratic and several years huve been reouired to obtain adequate information. 
For the most part such tests have been desi£!ned to furnish d-nta for the 
development of ;-;:enaral rocoramendations for seed treatment by crops, not 
by individual seed lots. To the witer's knowledge no prccticil 
laboratory method hns been developed that d^.vea an index of the response 
of iniiividual seed lobs to adverse field conditions. If an adequate 
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Inboratory techniaue were p.vaileble it would be posciblc: to (1) index 
inrtividual seed lots as to tbeii' probable response to adverse field 
conditions and (2) evaluate new seed protectants for uoe on difJerent 
kindn of seed. 
Experimental 
Seed germination in P:/t>hiuKi-inrested soil 
In the beginning: of the in">.^ estiftation the problem was to determine 
hoyi seedtj could be tested in tlie Inboratory to approximate the probable 
germination of the same seeds under .adverse field conditions. The tenn 
"adverse field conditiois" implies a theoretical field environment. The 
term necessainly chan;?!;es d th the Icind of seed in cuestion since v^ irious 
kinds of seed Iiave various optimum snd minirauin temperatures for .'jemiination. 
For the most part adverse field conditions imply that the coil is infested 
7ath or.vTanisins capable of causing damping off of seecllin.'js; that the 
average temperature for the first fev.' d&ys is between 5 and 15°C. snd that 
the soil is v/et, however not so ".vet that it is completely saturated, but 
T^ et enouo'h for a moisture tension equivalent to about 16 to 25 R®. of 
mercury". A synthetic medium was considered impracticcl becaune the 
rif^ ht combination and ,'^ ro\'>'th of or;^ anisms would be verj difficult. One 
•v.'Ould first have to isolate most of the soil orfjanisms, determine their 
relative pooul;j.tions and study their successions snd effect on seeds 
before one could develop a synthetic medi^ am comparable to soil under 
adverse field conditions. 
For the noat p?vrt the methods snployerj. in this study involv&d hhe 
seridinabion ol' ra^ ny !<indf5 varieticfl of seeds undec v;.vrious Inborptory 
conditioiif!. The fjources of the saed lots I'-ero mf.ny, namely, Gcecl liousec, 
inciiviuuGl fanuerfi, cet'tirication apsncics -'.rid coed /growers. :.'ost samples 
Vfei'e i'rom lots received at the lovva St'ttc Collet'e Sbgg Laboratory fur 
re^ fulo-r foutina testing*. Others reprefsontsfd lote i3pecificf?.lly selected 
for stxidy. Seeds v,'ei^ e first counted out in hundreds and placed in coin 
envelopes. Ur7U.:illy 200 to 400 seeds of each lot were tested under each 
set of conditious. 'Die nmnber of seed lots tested for a given experiment 
varied vdth the acope of the test, ".'hen seeds v.'cre trcfr.ted vnlth a dds-
infectant or a protectant before tectinj, unless othervdae specified, 
the dust and seed v/ere raixed by rollin^  ^in a '^lass jar on an electrically 
driven roller. The various dlsinfectsjnts that v;ere used are listed on 
pa,ye 43 . The dosage va-ried accordj.ni;r to the object of the test and the 
disinfectant or protect-mt used. The plantirig vras usually done in copper 
or aluminum pans or in 7,'ooden ri:.ts. Seed was sown r-r.d spliced unirorndy 
on top of a layer of the gennination medium, then covered i.lth another 
layer of the a'une medium. Restricted random planting: plans - ere used 
Yfhenever possible. Since emergence of a seedling ic easily definable 
aiKl dajnpin.^ r-off of emer.^ ed plsnts is difficult to evaluate, it was con­
cluded that the beat measure for o coinrjarative index of seed termination 
under adverse conditions ir's the percentage of emergence. 
The T^ roblem of a medium. The major problems in ivorkin • out a 
technique involved medium, time • nd temperature, ivecessarily, th.e medium 
must be one that could be duplicated, and it inust contain the oryaniams 
responsible Tor t/:ie pre-emerrfimee bli'rht, of rjeedlin-ys. It reuat provide 
conditions tJv^ t would peiTiiit seed ii'ii'ection by t-.he p; tho'^ en;:, contfj.n 
the vrater :>n.ri nutrient iiUiberiRls tiirrb h'culd keep the patborreri in an 
active ccjndit.ion r.nri also afi'ord condition?: i"or seed termination, 
'IVo preliraina.ry expeririients v;ere conducted vsitli tv.o lotn of corn, 
one that s^ ave a ooor, the other a .rood stand under actufll field con­
ditions. The samples wero tested for .'germination in four diJ'ferent 
raedia, antocl.-;ved smid, aiitoclaved lipid soil, natural Tield soil, snd 
a mixture of equ.';l parts sand .-trid field soil. 
'I'he soil Vias obtained from a field in wivlch com hr.d been in 
a ret^ ular rotation and v;hich profJuced dainr)in!': off of alfalfa seedlings 
in the laboi'atory* From the results of those exf-'eriments v:hich are 
shovAi in Table 1 it is seen that both of these samples j^ ermj.nated •'/;ell 
in the labo.ratory in autoclaved field soil or s«id but in the natural 
field soil or natural field soil-sand, mixture they performed like t-hcy 
did in tlie field* Lot number one v.'hich failed in stand i.n the .field 
uncier adverse conditions germinated only 11 to 13.5 percent in the 
laboratory Jind sample number- tv;o vihi ch did not foil in field stand vras 
reduced to a tfermin.?.tion of only 75 percent under the most severe of 
the test conditions. It vras concluded that a medium consiGtdng of 50 
percent snnd and, 50 percent soil containing Fythiuni ri'ora a field in 
vfhich corn was grown the previous season possessed qualities for a 
good laboratory raediam. A mixture of tv/o parts sand and one part 
Pythium-infested soil w-os later found to i^ lve similar results. It was 
preferred bccause less soil vfaa required for a rf-ven number of teats 
and less pudcllirii-r occurred v.hen vater fidded. TIvLk medium v.vss used 
ill inost of the subsequent tasti; •:;!id is referred to £)s Pythiura-infestGd 
soil. 
Table 1, Qermixiati on of Tv;o Samples of Corn Seed in Four Media 
Medium 
Temper&ture 
and tirAs 
'•'o. seeds 
per test Sample 1 Sample 2 
Autoclaved 
Sand 30°C. 5 dsya 200 99.5 99.5 
Autoclaved 
sand 
6-30C. 
4 30°C, 
5 days 
5 days 200 94 9B.5 
Autocl=!ved 
field soil 
v.OrJ 
+ 30^ C. 
10 days 
5 days 150 91 9B 
I'Jatural 
field SDil 
8°C, 
+ 30°C. 
10 days 
5 days 150 11 90 
50,^  IJc.,tural 
field soil 
& 50/6 s,^ ind 
8°C. 
+ 30®C. 
10 days 
5 days 200 13.5 75.5 
Kffecb of teiiiperature. One of the renuirementf? in tlio studies herein 
described v.'ns that a tejnperature be provided tli't '.--onld afford opoorturiity 
both for seed ,q:ormx!ifition and fungous infection sometime during a .•;jiven 
test. Since the temperature requirements for seed infection by dsj-npini^ -
off fun;ii fuid for seed geraiination ?,re not necessr,rily identical it was 
decided to provide the t0iriper''ture for fun/jous infection in the early 
statues of .-cenftination.. lb v/as nnticipatcd thrt the ;na.jor portion of the 
fungouK injury vrould occur prior to seedlin,;^  eraerncnoe in the form of 
seed decay or pre-emeT-.-^ ence bli:{ht of the seedlinf^ s, Referrinjf to Table 1 
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it ifi seen bhft o tempei'abur'e oi" 3-10°0. for 10 dtiys rolioKcd. by 
for i) days in Pythium-in.festeel soil provided couclitionsi vrere 
reasonably adverse for the two saaipie.s of corn bhct vjere tested. 
Several o.dclition:Ml tests v.-ere cc.nclucted r.o d.eterndne «h.^ t temperatures 
would produco similar reaction on otficr ased lots, usinj tlic sv>;ne kind 
of soil. l''ro!n blie results of these tests {^ ven in Tables 2, 3» U ond 5 
it is evident that (1) t emperatures of or ?:5-30°C, are too high 
to effect a decrease in germination of com and soybeans but nob of 
sorghum. (?.) A temperature of 17^ C« for 7 days followed by 30'^ C. for 
the i^ ei-iainder of the tost gave suiteble conditions for corn, but since 
corn v-;<,ll emers-re• slovrly ab post-emer,'-.;ence d,';mpin,^ -off becomes a 
problem in interpi^ ebimj' the tests. (3) Tempera tares of 15-1''--°C. foi-
bile (Juration of the test for soybeans offer the swue objection. (/+) 
The teraperature range of B-10°C, for 2 to 10 days and the rciiudnder of 
I' tho test at 25-30°C, ire.vs results for corn, soybeans .?.nd sor;jh\im com­
parable to v.hat one would expect under adverse field conditions. (5) A 
te;nper-aturQ of 2'^ C, for 5 to 10 day;? followed b;r :55-3C>°C, also provn.ded 
adverse conditions for tlie gemination of soybeans. Inasmuch as the 
Seed Lriboratory had facilities for testing seed lots at y-lO'^ C. 
and the results of the tasbs made at tMs rsinge of tempernture seemed 
to be in accord -.-/ibh what one v/ould expect under- certain adverse field 
conditions, it vvas concluded tho.t most of the subsetiueni tests should 
be maue ab H-IO^ C. for at le-ast pai-t of the ifermination period. 
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Table 2, Gennina-bioii of Corn Seed at Three- Temperatures 
Temperature & time Percent ;'^ e3'7ninc''.t.ion 
Medium Do,;yrses C. Days Sample 1 Sample 2 Sarriple 3 Stvmple Sample 5 
Sand 30°C. 7 95 100 lOO ')& 98 
P.vthiuni- «~10°C. 7 
infested + 30®C. 4° 40 73 100 54^  ^ 76" 
soil 
fUlOOC. 7 
+ 30°C. h5^  95^  
17®C. 7 
+ 30°C. h Kt- 69^  96® 
30°0. 7 96^  9B •;b 
All perccnta.'jes are bar.ed on 200 seeds except those indicated. 
 ^- on the basis of 100 seeds . 
 ^= on the basis of 50 seeds. 
 ^= two tests v;ere mnde at 8-10°C. 7 days -}• 3Q*^ C. /+ days. 
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Table 3. Oermln.^ bion of Treated and Ivon-TrestKd 
J 
'.anchu Poybo sn Seed in Pvthium-In fcfited Soil 
with Sevcsn Teniper&tuii'es rrid iixpo sure Times 
Percent Gennination 
Temperciture and Time Tree,ted 
Dei^ rees C. Days Ko. Seeds Untreated Sper^ ron 
?5-30 9 200 93 95 
S-10 3 
+ 25-50 6 200 71 95 
S-10 5 
+ ?5-30 U ZOO 62 91 
fi-10 10 
t P5-30 u ?00 56 87 
1-2 5 
+ 25-30 3 iiOO 56 7B 
1-2 10 
4- ?5-30 7 200 67 78 
15-1« 1/^  200 67 85 
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Table h* Germination of Mukden Soybean Seed vath 
Four Treatments and Three TeniperBtures and 
Exposure I'lraos 
a 
PoT-c-ent -•'•q.'mn-'tion i;y tments 
M'K-iium .• nd ..time _ v" U "jA')—i-' 
S-^ nd 6 d--:rz r-oo 93 9:: 05 95 
P/thium- 30°C. 6 "00 81 91 86 9h 
inlesturi 
soil a-io^ c. dnvs 
4- 30" c. L, ;i::-.vs J 00 61 75 88 86 
fl-lOOC. 5 
-I- 30OC. 3 d%ys •'00 6.'-i 81 8.'; 85 
' = fJeeriK were treated at the rate of ,156^  x weight of seed. 
Table 5» Gemination of Sorghuiu Seed v.dth Four 
Treatments and Three Temperatiires n.nd 
Exposure Times. 
Temperature No. seeds Percent germination byrtreatments^  
Medium and time per test Urtir eated Barbak D 5o9-A 154-6-1 
Sand 30°C. 200 65 71 60 61 
Pythium- 30°C, 200 40 46 52 51 
infested 
soil 8-lOOC. 2 days 
4- 30°C. B days 500 22 41 52 35 
8-10®C. 5 days 
+ 30°C. 8 days 200 22 26 57 30 
 ^~ Seedf? treated at the rate of .21% x v/eight of seed 
{,0U2 g. per 20 g. seed) 
-IL,-
Tcible 6. Genninatiori of Two Sejnples of Corn Seed 
with Three iSxposure Times. 
Percent germination 
tiornial 
Sample No. sand Pythium-infested soil e-10°0. 
no, seeds 30°C,  ^days  ^days lO days 
1 200 95 56.5 33.5 13.5 
: 200 99 96 B5 75.5 
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Table 7« Gerreinatinn of Pea Seeds vdth Various 
Treatments ?->nd Exposure Times. 
Percent gerrninntion 
In sand 
P?OTir>le Trer-.tment 1-io. seeds &.fc ?0°C. In Pvthium-in.fent.ed soil ?--10°C. 
74009 None 
bper^ on 
SpeT.^ onex 
Cuprocide 
1st test 
Cuprocide 
,?nc! test 
100 
ICQ 
100 
100 
100 
.dffvn dpyn 6 dnvs 7 dpvs 
0 0 0 
1? 
6 
15 8 13 
72123 None 50 
Cuprocide 50 
0 
76 
2 
70 
0 
60 
7?124 None 50 
Cuprocide 50 
4 
82 92 
0 
^^ 0 
69337 None 100 
Cuprocide 100 
0 
35 
0 
23 
0 
45 
~16-
Effeot of time, Fran the praviouB section it oon be noted that 
temperature had a marked ©ffeot on the germination response of seeds in 
lithium-infested soil, IVithout doubt the time of expooure at a f.ivsn 
temperature also affects geminntion. For example, with 10 days of severe 
conditions at S-IO^C, the germination of seed corn should be reduced more 
than with two days at the same temperature. Consequently teats wore 
designed to determine th® effect of exposure time at 8«10°c. Samples 
were planted in Pythiuift*infested soil and exposed at this temporature 
for different periods of time, then transferred to 30°C« and left there 
luitil the sprouts had emerged and were high enough to evaluate. 
The results of the tests are shovm in Tables 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7, 
Ko eijtposure at 8~10°C, generally gave percentages of gennination sijnilar 
to those in the noniial sand test. Occasionally one or two lots were 
significantly lower as for example the Mukden soybeans in Table 4 and the 
sorghum in Table 5, For the moat pai-t germination of seeds whose optimum 
temperatures are close to 30®C, vras not appreciably reduoodo However, 
lots v;ith low viability were affected. 
Two days' exposure at 8-10®C, wore enough to cause a aignifioant 
reduction in germination of on© lot of sorghvim and one of soybeans. A 
three-days exposure was sufficient to cause practically a complete failure 
in the emBrgenoe of 4 lots of peas, Tv/o of these lots had normal 
geminations of at least 92^ and anothor 
As the time of exposure at 8«10O0, vrns increased to 5 days it was 
noted that with two exceptions all samples gave additional decreases in 
emorgenco, (See Figure 1,) As the oxpooure vreis increased to 10 days 
the germination of all samples tested was fiirther lowered. 
Fig'. 1. The graph shows the effect of exposure time at S-10°C. on the .germination of 
several kinds of seed in Pythium-infested soil. 
Fi,^ . 2. This is the tensiometer v;Mch was desi.'jned to be used in standardisation of 
soil moisture, especially for germination testa in P-^ rthium-infested soil. 
lu niu-jut62{.6q aoji* 
361.^1 ug|jou S6A6Lg| seeq 
percentage Germthcftion 
^ ^ gf s -a _ g 
iSSnUu-iiHislSini^siiHUH! 
-8T-
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It T/as ooncludod oji incrofise in tho exposuix) timo of moat lots 
at 8-lOOc, in J^ '-thivm-iafetstod soil vrould result in Imvoring the romina-
tion and fjmorf.enoe ol' tho soodlinp;g, the amount of reduotion dopondinf^ on 
the kind and condition of the Boed, An oxpoBUre time of from tVireo to 
ten dfiya seeinod to bo the oxtrrano rsmge of e-rponures v/ithin whioh several 
kinds of seed oould "be tested in order to provide adverse conditions for 
germination. The time Beloctod for corn and soybeans was 7 days. Three 
days for peas and five days for eoi'ghum seemed to bo preforable, 
EiToot of moisturee The results obtained at a given temperature 
v/ith a fjiven kind of seed were not alrmys as uniform for a given nuiab&r 
of days as one would expect. For exasiplOf in Figure 1, it can bo seen 
that the curves for tho gemination of Mukden and Kanohu Bojrbeans are 
disaimilar. Tho gomiintition of Manchu soybeans on the 5th day was rnor© 
than one v/ould oxpeot. It was also observed tliat the medium in some of 
the pans or flats dried out more than in othors. Beoauso of those 
observations and scno inconeistonoios in testa not reported here it was 
suspected that moisttire vtiriation might bo juet as ioiportant as tine or 
temperature in determining: the outcome of a toot. 
An sxporinient muu dosifniod to dotormino the offoct of moisture. 
Three earaples of soil wero prepared at three different moisture levels. 
The soil used v;aa the usual fythim-infested soil oomposed of equal parts 
of I'lythiiffiv-infestGd field soil and sand. Two lota of com v/ith high 
viability were planted in each of the three soil aamples, using oopper 
peins, Tho tests were placed at 8».10®C, for 7 days. At the end of this 
period they were transferred to the 28-S0®C. (jonuinator whore tho germin­
ation was oompleted. Moisture tests of the soil were made at the time of 
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Table 8, Qermiiiution of Corn Seed Planted in lythium-Infested 
Soil with Different Amounts of Ttoter 
Ho. of 
Sample no. seeds 
52867 2 X 100 
2 X 60 
Peroont gominntion 
8°C. 7 days, 30°C. 5 days in P.i.a, 
Norml Regular® Low^ Medium® High^ 
sand c.P.i.s. moistwe moisture mointure 
96 40 
84 3S 
G0767 2 X 100 100 
100 
2 X 60 
73 
81 
04 
45 
45 
SO 
31 
60759 2 X 100 100 
100 
2 X 50 
100 
99 
98 
95 
93 
80 
77 
ft ft 
P.I.S, is pythiuDi-infested soil (8-10 C. 7 days), the usual method 
of testing, 
^ Low moisture i 9,5 - 11«2^5 on dry vveight basis 
® Medium moisture « 14.3 - 16.^ on dry v/siEht basis 
^ High moisture a 19.7 - 23.1j5 on dry weight basis 
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Table 9. Crominution ol' Illini Soybean Seed •witli Various 
Treatments and Soil Moistui'e Levels ^  
Treatnient 
No, BeodB 
tested 
Pei'oent germinaticjn in P.i.s, 
Dry Medium moisture Vifet 
6.2>10.0%° 16.1-15.2^  ^  22.5-25.1^ 0^  
Untreated (check) 
Sporgon 
Spergonex 
601 
602 
335 Special 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
200 
71.0 
79,5 
80.5 
76.5 
81.5 
85.0 
50,5 
68,5 
50.5 
56.0 
44.5 
58.5 
2.0 
2.6 
0.0 
6.0 
S.5 
3.0 
Untreated (check) 200 
Uarbak C 200 
iJsrbak D 200 
bG9-A 200 
164-6-1 200 
Bayer Dust 200 
8.7-9.0?; 
63.6 
68.0 
66.0 
52,5 
71.0 
71.0 
rO 13.2-14 
54o0 
66.0 
67.5 
53,5 
51.5 
66.5 
21.3-21.6^° 
0.0 
0.5 
0.0 
0,0 
6.0 
15.5 
9.6-10. 
Untreated (oheok) 200 
Thioaan 
(DuBay 1205 PT) 200 
DuBay 1155 I.W. 
(New Imp. Ceresan) 200 
DuBay 1210 M 
(Modified N.I. 
Sertesan Jr.) 200 
Corona 50^ plus 
copper carbonate 200 
^ ethyl neroury 
phosphate 200 
71.5 
93.0 
94.0 
Cl.O 
84.5 
76.5 
IS.2-13.i 
57.5 
78.5 
89.5 
70.5 
71.5 
57.0 
20.0-20.4^  ^
5.0 
15,0 
28.0 
12.5 
51.0 
32.5 
a Soybean lot used i'or this test was Illini germination 84^ in sand 
^ P.i.s. B Pythium-ini'osted soil (8-10°C. 7 days, SO°C. 5 da^a). 
° Percentage moisture of soil. 
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the transfer. Thia oitporiraont vnxB repeated and a third oood oaraplo ms 
included. The data in Table 8 show conclusively that opeoifio lota of 
com respond differently in jFythiumcinfoBted soil at different woiBtur© 
levels. I'ui'thormorej, as the moiature oontont of the soil increases th) 
percentage of emergence deoreasos. 
Soybean seod was also tested at three different soil moistur® levels. 
The seeds were treated with 15 different fungicides so that the effect 
of these fungioidea at the three different soil moisture levels oould b© 
studied, Tlie results of this test are shown in Table 9, It is seen 
that untreated soybeans responded like oorn, the wetter the soil the 
lower the percentage of emorgenoe, Eight dusts, Barbak C, Barbak D, 
Spergon, Bow Improved Ceresan (DuDay 1155 I,W,), New Improved Semesan 
Jr. (DuBay 1210 H), Corona 50% plus copper carbonate, and Bayer dust 
gave significant incroasee in germination over the untreated seed in 
soil of Eiodlum moisture, but no dust except copper carbonate gave 
very much protection in wot soil. It will be shown that the protective 
power of copper carbonate was not consistent in subsequent tosts. 
a, Hecesaity for stand&i'dization. Judging from the results of the 
com and soybean tests a difference of 5 percent in soil moisture is 
enou^ to make a difference of 10 to 20 peroent in gomination, Viith 
one sample of oorn it made a difference of 56 percent. Some samples 
are more aenaitivo than others w>ien planted in soil containing different 
amounts of water. It was ooncluded, therefore, that if a laboratory 
method to measure the response of seed to damping-off l^Angi under 
adverse conditions is to bo developed the medium used must contain a 
standard amount of moisture. 
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It was reoognieod that it would be impoasiblo for a poroon to 
always bo able to toll by handling Juat how much water a aamplo of soil 
ooiitained. It was also impraotioal to make moisture percentage dotomin-
ations of the soil. This would require that each lot of soil ba iisighed 
or moaBurod, a aub-aample dried and the required amount of water ocmputed 
and added to bring the moisture up to the standard pGroentage, A soil 
moisture dotormination requires 24 hours and eaoh sample of soil must be 
kept separately during this period# By this method only one or two batches 
of soil could be used each day» Furthermore, a tost oould not b© started 
on short notice, and facilities for handling a largo amount of soil at 
one time without subsequent loss of water wore not a-vailable. It was 
oouoludod that another method for standardieation of soil moisture was 
needed* 
of tensiometer. If a quick method for detemining 
soil moisture were available it would be possible to ad;3ust the soil In 
the mixing pan to a steindard percentage of moisture quiokly. It was 
thought that moisture tension of the soil might bo utilized as a measure 
of moisture content. Preliminary tests were made using various types 
of tensiometers in laboratory soil. The lon^-, open-tube type as used 
by Russell (1937) was too bulky and the short, closed-tube type was not 
accurate enough for the low tensions one would expeot in soil containing 
a large percentage of sand. On the basis of teats made v<ith a tensioaeter 
designed only, for preliminary trials, laboratory soil was found to be too 
dry if Uie tension was as high as 100 millimeters. It was thought, 
therefore, that the length of the open-tube for the movement of mercury 
could be reduced to 100 millimeters. A tenaiometer was designed having 
an open tube for a 100 ram, nioroury oolunm, Tho porous olay oup was 
obteiriGd from tho soils dopartraont of Io;m State College and -ttia glasa 
part was prepared in tho Iowa State College Instrument Shop, Tlie 
tonsioiaoter is illustrated in Fi^uro 2, Mention is made oono0i*ninE the 
use of this tonsioEiotor by Reddy and Rioe (1942), 
Prom soil moisture detcminatioaa and gemixiation records it -was 
found that laborutoiy soil (50 parcont field soil and bO p^roont sand) 
with a moisture coixtent of 15,5 to 14,5 percent on the dry weight basis 
provided a satisfactory standard for subsequent tests. To prepare the 
medium witliin a range of 13,5 to 14,5 percent moisture it mis neodssaxy 
only to add water until tho tensicaaeter iiriiose base iiraB placed in the 
mixed soil right tension, Tho data in Table 10a 
illusti'ate the ease with which a measure of moisture can be made by the 
use of the tensiomotor# 
Table 10a. moisture Tension of pythium-infested Soil 
(60^ soil and 50^ sand) and Its Moisture Content. 
Trial 
Tension in m, 
morcury 
% Moistui-e on 
dry %veight basis 
1 
33 
24 
21 
15 
12,54 
IS,57 
13,89 
l4oS0 
2 
69 
25 
15 
10,71 
13.10 
14.37 
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It can be seen that a range ir. tension from 15 to 25 ram. of mercury 
was equivalent to a range of 14.3 to 13.1/? moisture. In this range 
10 ram, difference in tension, made only 1,2% difference in raoisturo. It 
v/as concluded that a tensioraeter x-et'ding of bet',-oen 17 and 22 mm, of 
mercury would indicate that the moisture content of the soil v/as satis­
factory for a standard test* 
c* Use of the tensioraeter^  In making a standard test in Pythium-
infested soil the follovdng steps are taken. One part field soil is 
screened and niixed Vvdth tv;o parts washed river sand. The Avork reported 
on previous pages is y,ith one part sand, A galvani?;ed nu:>d.ng pan 
2* X 2* X 6" is filled one-third full vdth this mixture. The soil in 
the pan is leveled off ydth a 2|" x 4" sheet of heavy fjalvsnized iron 
which also served as a ndxinfj tool. About a quart of watar is added 
by means of a sprinkling can or a vrater hose vdth a fan-shaped nozzle. 
Precaution is talten so as to distribute the v;ater uniformly. After 
the vfater has soaked into the soil so tliat no puddlin>5? vdll occur the 
mixing operation begins* By means of the mixin,?? tool> soil from one-
half of the pan is distributed on top of the other half, one tool full 
at a time. In a similar manner, but vdth more emphasis on scattering, 
the entire amount is removed to the empty side. This operation is then 
repeated tvdce more, when the mixing is completed. The tensioraeter is 
then taken from the jar of water in v/hich it is kept. The porous clsy 
cup is blotted and the mercury column in aJJLov.-ed to rise to indicate a 
tension close to 20 mm. The cup is then inserted into the mixed soil. 
The whole cup must be covered. One or two minutes is allowed for the 
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tensioniete^ r to become parti;;;lly adjusbed to the soil and the hei'jht of 
the mercury coluiim is noted. If it is ;'bove 23 mm. the soil ia too dry 
and more moisture must be sdded. If it is belov; 17 mm. the soil is too 
v;et nnd cannot be used. It should be noted that if too much water ia 
added the texture of the medium is ruined. It is puddled and a frisble 
texture cannot be obtained by addin;: dry soil. 
Effect of the physical and physiolof-lc conditions of the seed. 
It has been knovvn for some time that seed mechanically injured pi'oduces 
a, poorer stand than sound seed under adverse field conditions, Tatum 
(194?-) and Tntum nnd Zuber (1943) have shovm th.st coiTi vdth injured 
pericarp when tested in cold Pythj.uin-infe3ted soil by the Iov;a State 
College Seed L<?-boratory j^ ives a lower gemination than in the nonn?.! 
sand. Seeds -odth blistered pericarp have also been observed to geraiinate 
poorly in the cold test throu^ jhout the course of these investigations, 
Physioloffic conditions associated vdth lov/ered vitality are «lso known 
to affect the response in Pythium-infested soil. 
Inasmuch as the percentage of moisture in corn at the tire of 
harvest is variable and dryinj'if methods vary, it seeined advisable to study 
the effect of moisture in corn on its response to the test in cold 
Pythium-infested soil. Three lots of com v/ere harvested before the 
ears had dried out sufficiently for normal harvesting. The moisture 
content at this time was not less than 35%* Each lot ivas subdivided 
into 12 sub-lots. Three to 5 ears n^eve selected for each sub-lot so es 
to make these sub-lots as unifonn ?j.s possible; hovrever it was impossible 
to e3.iminate all varintions. These sub-lots v;ere eitl7.er frozen at 20^ '. 
then dried nt v.aT-raer teniperntures or dried iiiiniedic'tely. Three different 
ovens rmd the laboratox'y room wore used for tlie dryin;?? of the sub-lots. 
Ample circulfvtion of dry eiir was not h?:d in the ovens for qun.ck drying. 
Some spjnples v/ere in the ovens 22 days before the desired moistvire 
content was reached. The ovens were adjusted to Tim at 45°C., /iO°C» 
and 35°C., respectively, but each got out of od.justmont durinf-T the 
drying process. One sub-lot per lot in each oven was dried to 13-15?= 
moisture; then taken out to I'oom temperature v.-liere it lost more vreifrht 
and reached, a moisture percentsge of ft-lOJl. Two sub-lots per scrapie 
vfere dried to k-6%. One was tn.ken out and left st room conditions 
v'here it gained a. little moisture (5-9/o). 'The other was not tnkon out 
until it was to be shelled. One-half of each sub-lot was ah.elled by 
hand and the remainder by machine. One-half of the seed vjas treated 
vdth Arasan at the rate of l| oz, per bu, snd the other half left 
untx'eated. The seed v/as planted in P:;/thium-infe5ted soil. Despite 
many causes for error the data ^iven in Table 10 shov; some striking 
differences. 
The effect of freezing is iramedi.ntely seen. Lot II vdiich appeared 
superior in quality to the others was severely damafjed by an exposure 
of one day at 20°^ Lots I and III viere practically useless after 
being frozen 3 and 4 days respectively. 
The effect of drying terapera-ture at the humidity of the oven cind 
the time e:iven is also obvious. More deraa^je was done at 4l-45*^C. 
(represented by sub-lots 1, 2 and 3) than at 39.5 to (sub-lots 
4, 5 J^nd 6), at least at 31--33«5°C. (sub-lots 7, S and 9) or at room 
temperature (sub-lot 10), 
Table 10, Genvdnation in Pji-thiuja-Infested Soil of Three Lots of Com Seed 
Each Harvested With Over 35?^ Moisture and Cured by 
Twelve Different Methods. 
Lot I 
Iowa 303 
Harvested 
a»ni, 
9-17-if3 
Drying 
started 
4 P»in. 
9-1? 
Except 
sub-lots 
11 and 12. 
Lot II . 
lov-n 939 
Harvested 
a.m. 9-21 
Dryings' 
started 
Percentage Average 
moisture Frozen temp, of 
Sub- vfhen at 20^K diyin^ 
lot harvested days oven °C, 
Percent Percent gennination^ 
Time moisture Not Treated 
of v;hen treated with Ai^san 
drying machine No. Hand Machine Hand Machine 
days shelled seeds shelled shelled shelled sMLed 
I 
<0 00 
I 
1 39.3 No 44 4 9.3 400 51.0 5I.B 76.8 91.8 
2 39.3 No 45 22 4.4 400 5.3 11.8 37.0 48.5 
3 39.3 No 45 19-21 5.0 400 28.0 16,3 S3.3 63.0 
4 35.7 No 40 4 9.S 400 92.5 82.9 99.5 97.0 
5 35.7 No 39.5 22 5.9 400 SI. 3 
80.3 
86.5 87.3 
6 35.7 No 39.5 19-21 3.1 400 S4.8 97.3° 96.3 
7 36.2 No 33 4 11.4 400 96.8 88.0 98.8 97.0 
8 36.2 No 33.5 22 6.7 400 97.0 81.3 98.3 94.0 
9 36.2 No 33.5 19-21 8.2 400 96.8 89.5 98.0, 96.8 
10 35.4 No 25 (room) 11.1 400 93.3 96.0 96.7 98.5 
11 35.4 3 45 12:-1S 5.9 400 0.8 1.0 8.0 4.8 
12 35.4 3 25 (room) 12-19 10.9 400 13.B 10.8 20.8 17.0 
Total 741.4 676.9 901.0 892.5 
Mean percent .termination 61.8 56,4 75*1 74»4 
1 38.1 No 41 5 9.6 400 82.8 65.5 98.0 95.0 
2 38.1 Ho 45 17 4.0 400 84.3 89.0 97.0 95.3 
3 38.1 No 45 14-16 6.4 400 93.0 78.0 97.8 98.0 
4 39.8 No 39 5 11.3 400 95.5 95.8 98.8 97.5 
5 39.8 Ko 39.5 17 5.4 400 98.8 93.8 99.3 99.3 
6 39.8 No 39.5 14-16 8.7 400 96.7 89.0 96.3 99.0 
7 39.9 So 31 8 400 93.0 94.8 98.5 

sub-lots y2 
11 raid 12» 35.4 
3 
Lot II 1 38.1 No 
lovra 939 2 38.1 No 
3 38.1 No 
Harvested 4 39.8 No 
a.m. 9-21 5 39.8 No 
Dryin-t^  6 39.8 No 
started 7 39.9 No 
a.m. 9-22 8 39.9 No 
Except 9 39.9 No 
sub-lots 10 40.2 No 
11 and 12. 11 40.2 1 
12 40.2 1 
Lot III 1 44.1 No 
U.S. 13 44.1 No 
3 44.1 Ko 
Harvested 4 42.2 No 
a.m. 9-22 5 42.2 No 
Dicing 6 42.2 .^ Jo 
3taii;ed 7 42.3 Ko 
a.m. 9-23 € IM No 
Except 9 42.3 No 
su^lots 10 40.8 No 
11 and 12. 11 40. e 4 
12 40.8 4 
= Geminated in the usual vfay f( 
" - Tliis percent is on the basis i 
25 (room) 12-19 10.9 400 1:3>S 10.8 20.8 17.0 
Total 741.4 676.9 901,0 892.5 
Mean percent /©rraination 61.8 56.4 75.1 74*4 
41 5 9.6 400 82.8 65.5 98.0 95.0 
45 17 4.0 400 84,3 89.0 97.0 95.3 
45 14-16 6.4 400 93.0 78.0 97.8 98.0 
39 5 11.3 400 95.5 95.8 98.S 97,5 
39.5 17 5.4 400 98.8 93.8 99.3 99,3 
39.5 14-16 8.7 400 96.7 89.0 96.3 99,0 
31 8 400 93.0 94.8 98,5 
33.5 17 6.28 400 98.5 92.3 98,5 99,0 
33.5 15-16 8.75 400 9S.8 93.5 97,8 99.8 
( room) 400 97.8 90.0 98.5 98.3 
45 9-15 ITT 400 50.0 25.3 54.0 71.5 
(room) 9-16 15.0 400 65.3 51.? 
Total 955.7 949.5 iC9^.i: Ll.02.5 
Mean percent f^erraination 86.9 79.1 91.3 91.9 
42 4 9.5 400 50.5 a.5 98.5 86.8 
45 16 4.3 400 43.0 29.0 95.3 91,8 
45 13-15 6,4 400 29.8 26.3 90,5 81.8 
39 4 10.0 400 64.0 69.8 95.0 98,5 
39.5 16 5.2 400 65.5 58.8 98,5 96,8 
39.5 1>15 8.3 400 74.0 70.8 98.3 97,3 
33.5 9 9.5 400 90.5 86.0 93,8 98,8 
33.5 16 7.3 400 92.5 88.5 97.8 9^3 
33.5 13-15 9.5 400 87.5 79.5 101.3 99.0 
(room) 12.3 400 87.0 77.8 94.7 86.3 
45 5-11 9.8 400 3.0 6,3 0.5 0.5 
(rocai) 5-12 11.5 400 7.0 0,3 15.5 3.8 
Total 694.3 634.6 984.7 940.7 
Mean percent germination 57.9 52.9 82.1 78.4 
Total for three lots 2391.4 2261.0 2981.8 2935.7 
Mean for three lots 68.3 62.8 82,8 81.5 
a cold Pythiuiii-infested soil test, 
300 seeds. 
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It is hIso seen that rj-enrdnntion of non-treated machine shelled 
coxTi was less thrvn th-at of hnnd f^helled. This confiras the conclusions 
of Taturn and Zuber that perica^op injury caused by machine Ehelliii/:^ at a 
low moisture content is an ii?.poi*tont factor for causing decrease in 
gerniination. 
Another observation i« that trer^tinf? v/ith Arasan vins successful in 
65 out of 70 trials in increasinf^' the ?^enninatlon under the unfavorable 
conditions that prevailed. 
Another experiment '»vas conducted to determine tlie effect of seed 
moisture o.t harvesting time on the response of corn to the cold test. 
Three lots of corn were obtciined frn.ni s seed coinpaiiy. One lot was 
picked Sept. 2^., 1943> ?'t a moisture content of 35^» Two other lots 
picked November 4 had moisture contents betv;een 20 and 2L%* These lots 
were dried to a uniform moisture by the seed company. For e?ich lot /4oo 
seeds treated vdth Arasp-n and kOG untreated were tested in each of three 
different media. The results of this experiment are found in Table 11. 
It is evident that each lot treated or untreated alike, germinated 
well in pasteurised sand at 2S-30°C. and in pasteurized sand at 8-10°C. 
for 7 days and 25°C, 5 days. Each lot, if treated, also e^rainated v,'ell 
in cold Pythium-infested soil, but the emerj^ence of every sample of un­
treated seed was significantly loviier than the treated sample. The tvio 
lots of seeds that vrere harvested at 20 to 2k% moisture responded about 
the same, giving results of above average seed, the gernKination in 
Pythium-infeated soil being reduced I4.OO and 14.75"^ the normal 
germination. The lot of seed that was harvested at 351^ moisture fell to 
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Table 11, Germinf.t-ion of Corn Seed Ilsi'vested with a 
Moisture Content and Dried At Once 
by Artificial Heat. 
Percent .^rermijiation 
Normal sand ^  Cold sand ^ P.i.s. ^  
Lot 
No. 
Seeds 
Not 
treated 
a Not a i'Jo'b a 
Treated treated Treated treated Treated 
Picked Sept. 28 
at 351?' moisture 400 95.3 98.5 93.5 95.8 52.0 94.3 
Picked Nov. 4 at 
20-24^ moisture 
Field No. 1 400 99.0 99.5 99.0 9B.5 84.3 99.0 
Picked Nov, 4 at 
20-245^ moisture 
Field i\o. 2 400 98.0 99.3 96,5 99.5 ^?5.3 98.5 
^ ~ The treatment was oz. Arasan per bu, 
= Pasteuri7.ed sand, 
^ = Pasteurized sand 8-10°C. 7 days, 30°C. 5 days, 
J 
= The usual cold test (in Pythium-infested soil), 8-10*^C. 7 days, 
25-30°C. 5 days. 
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a germination of 52% with no treatment, 46,5?o below its standard sand 
germination, Ifader the adverse oonditionn this seed, when treated, 
rose to a germination of 94,25^. This seems to indicate that it was 
very ausoeptible to damping-off fungi, even tliough this quality is not 
detected in the regular sand or even cold pasteurized sand tests• 
Thus the cold Pythim-infested^soil test serves a useful purpose for 
detecting unsound, imsiature or weakened seed^ 
B^ffect of Pythivua population. In the latter part of 1942 several 
com sEunples were planted in Pythivm-infested soil by the regular 
routine netViod, except that the room to which they were transfeirod 
after 7 days at 8-10°C. vras not loaintained at 25~30'^Ci as was intended. 
At times the temperature ms not above 15°C. About one month later 
the aome caiaples were tested in infested soil from tho same bin as 
before, but the temperature of tho v/ami room was 25-30*^0 • The per­
centage emergence in the second test was significantly liiglier than in 
the first, vriiich suggested that either tho Pythium population in the 
soil used the second time had declined or the lower temperature of the 
rt)om to which the samplea were transferred in the first eatporiment vias 
the causal faotar. Some lybhium apooies grov; Vfell at 15°0i and it 
seemed probable that in the first experiment tho temperature was not 
only favorable for J^'thiuni, but unfavorable for com germination and 
•was> therefore^ the influencing factor for reduced emergence* 
Uncertainty as to which factor was most important led to a series of 
exporiwonts designed to measure the amoxmt of inoculum in a given soil 
at one time and to detomine tho effect of heavy, intermediate and 
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Table 12. Gennitiation Rosponeo of Alfalfa, Cuovm'ber and 
Corn Seeds in Sand and in Field Soil Held Sevwn 
Months in Head House 
Percent Gemination 
Sample Temperature Ho. Seeds Sand Soil 
Alfalfa 20°C. 200 66^ 19.5^  
Cucumber 20°C, 200 CO
 
0,0 
Corn 76164 8-10°c. 7days 
430°C. 5 days 200 94 86.5 
Co-.'xi 60603 O-IO^C. 7 days 
430°C. 6 days 200 87 32.5 
Gsrmine.tion in asuid ia an ostijaate, 
^ Disease free sosdlings. 
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Table 13. Cold Tests of Com Seed in Used ond Unused 
Pythiura Infested Soil. 
Poroont gomination 
Seanple Seeds Sand 
Unused 
First teat 
soil 
Second test Used soil 
52616 100 98 61 17 18 
52617 100 97 55 34 36 
60287 100 98 82 36 
200 39.5 
71049 100 94 99 67 
200 8S..5 
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light infostationa on seed gemination. 
Ho'b ©xperimentB (194X) in whioh he fovind rythim debto'yanum 
active in field soil in the early spring monthe sugEestod that if 
soil which )iad boooitie dry in the laborutorj"^ were moistened and placed 
at a temperature of 10® to 16°C« the pathogen vfould aoon beooroe aoti-ve. 
This aotiviiy night oonoeivably be suffioientljr rapid to reaoh the 
desired stage by the time seed aamploa wore reiaoved to a vrnm roam for 
active gemination, Tho first attempt to evaliiate the araount of 
inooulxm in soil Dms to plant seeds of alfalfa, ouoxnnbor and cantaloupe 
as indicators in soil and abservo the roaults. In Table 12, the results 
of these trials in soil held 7 months in tho head house are given. 
It is evident tliat this soil, even though very dry, did contain 
perhaps only a little Pj'-bhiuiii at the bogiimiug of tho test, but enough 
to build up, in the time given, to a population sviffioient to cause 
oonsidorable injury. It is also oomluded ttiat tho presonoo of J^rthim 
can be readily detected in a short time by the uso of highly susooptible 
indicator plants. 
Following the teats Tfith soil held 7 months in a drj'^ condition it 
was oonaidored advisable to go to the other extreme), t!»at of planting 
seeds a second or third tiias in the same soil fd-thout sterilisation. 
If care were taken to avoid adding seod-bome orgiuiiams it waa thought * 
that possibly a heavier infestation of Pifthium might not give results 
significantly different from those in unused, dry soil. It was felt 
that initial dosage miglit not be of great importance in the final out­
come, Accordingly, four samples of corn wore planted in (1) previously 
-5i5«. 
unused soil at two diffox-ent tiiaea, and (2) soil used onoe but screonod 
to remove atema, roots and seeds. The results are ahorm in Table 13, 
from which it can bo seen that in general the second tost in unused 
soil gave results similar to thoao in pi'oviously used soil but the first 
test in unused soil gave results signifioantly higher than in either 
of the other tests. The inoonsiatenoy of these results indicated a need 
for further experiments. Ponding s'uoh experiments it was considered 
best to employ only unused soil with randomized roplioate plantings of 
each sample of seed. 
Further efforts to standardize the soil medium consisted of adding 
f^thium-infosted soil in varying amounts to autoolavad sand, after 
whioh seeds of indicator plemts were planted and the resultant seedling 
omergenoe recorded. The following procedure vms used. 
The sources of infested soil v/ore from a frozen pile, old, moist 
soil, or old dried and oloddy soil. Each of these three typos v;as 
mixed vriLtli an fiqual cjuount of sojid, brovight to a uniform moisture content 
and incubated at 8-10°C, for 0, 3, 7 and 10 days. Each mixture was used 
as an inoculvua. To prepare the medium for tasting, diffaront dosages 
of inoculum were used, ranging in amounts from 0,1 to 25 gram equivalents 
of infested soil (,2 to 50 graias inoouluia) per pan of autoclaved sand. 
Care was taken in the mixing operations to bo sure the iiioculum was 
distributed uniformly. Cantaloupe and alfalfa seeds were planted. Six 
hundred seeds were used for each set of conditions and readings were 
made in terms of eitierged and diseased seedlings. The results of those 
several experiments are given in Tables 14 and 15, 
fable 14b Gemination of Cantaloupo Sead in Media -with 
Various Amounts o? Natural Soil Inooulum 
Incubation. I^roent emerged and healthy seedlings at 50°C» 
Condition of inoculum Amount of soil in grams per pan of a^d 
of soil at 8-10°C. No. 0 .25 2.d _ 25. ~ 
inooulm Daj-B seeds Emerged Healthy Emerged Healthy Emerged He&lthy Emerged Healthy 
Old, dry 0 600 8Q.8 86.8 84.5 82.S 77.5 71,7 78.5 69.7 
and oloddy 
S 600 83,7 83.7 81.2 81.2 85.7 76.7 76.7 73,8 
7 600 89.7 89.7 OJ
 
•
 
85.2 84.2 71.8 78.5 66.3 
Old but moist 0 600 85.2 85.2 85.0 84.8 80.8 67.8 80.8 73.0 
3 600 77.8 76.8 88.2 38.2 78.0 73.3 82.3 76.5 
7 600 83.0 85.0 86.5 86.5 85.0 78.8 74.7 59.3 
Fresh from 0 600 87.3 87.3 86.8 85.8 84.3 84.3 85.3 78.3 
frozen heap 
3 600 85.0 85.0 85.3 82.7 85.3 85.3 86.8 82 o8 
7 600 90.2 90.2 89.5 89.2 88.6 83.8 82.3 57.2 
The data on senniiiation of cantaloupe seed (Table 14) indioat© 
that the sand that iiad 2,5 grams of infested dry or laoiat soil added 
per pan with or without incubation at 8-.10°C« had suffioient inooulum 
to cause oonsiderablo damping-off, whereas there was little or no 
damping-off t^n fresh, frozen soil was used. On the other hand, when 
25 grams of infested soil were used and tlio medium incubated 7 days at 
8-10*^0 • the amount of damping-off was markedly increased, less with old 
dry or moist soil than with fresh, unfrozen soil. In all of the tests 
using infected soil with sand ttie variability was often too high among 
the replicates of a given sot. This might indicate that the inoculum 
was not uniformly distributed. It is possible that a heavier dosage 
up to 50 or 100 grams of infested soil incubated for 3 days might provide 
a satisfactory laboratory medium. 
The results with alfalfa (see Table 15), using only old, dry, cloddy 
soil as the inooultim show that ^ on 10 grams wore added per pan of sand 
soniB damping-off ocowred with or without previous incubation at 8<-10°C. 
Since the alfalfa seeds were germinated after incubation at 18°C., 
which is fairly favorable for the growth of Pythium, it is probable 
that previous incubation was not necessary. Furthermore, a heavier 
dosage may be required for an artifioally infested laboratory medium. 
Certainly, these experiments, incomplete though they be, may indicate 
that the method previously employed using one-third or one-half infested 
soil with sand should provide more uniform infestation than when only 
10 or 25 grams are added to several pounds of sterilized sand. Further­
more, it is concluded that soil if initially infested with lythium, can 
Table 15a Gennination of Alfalfa Seed in Media with Various Amounts of 
Natural Soil Inooulum, 
Incubation Percent energed and healthy seodlings at IS^Ce 
Condition of inooulum ^ount of soil inoouluia in grams per pan 
of soil at 8-10°C. Uo, 0 ,1 _ 
inooulum Days seeds EiBerged Healthy Emerged Healthy Emerged Healthy Emerged Healthy 
Old, dry 0 600 82.7 82.0 85,0 84.0 86.8 86.8 80.5 78.8 
cloddy but 
pulverized 10 600 82.7 82.5 81.5 80.7 80.8 80.5 31.3 78.7 
before 
using. 
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be stored and air-dried for 7 months in tho head house and still oontain 
Buffioiont inoculum for a odd teat. 
Seed germination in artifioially infested raedta» 
Many workers have made teata of seeds in soil artifioially infest­
ed with orEanisma, but none have adapted any method to seed laboratory 
praotioe. Because of the variations aometimea obtained vfith naturally 
infested soil, it waa decided to investigate the possibilily of using a 
mediuta artifioially infested* The ohief problora seomed to be to deter­
mine whether a standard medium oould be developed tliat would prove 
superior to Fythium-infested soil mixed as desoribed on previous pages* 
It was thought that autoolaved sand might be used as the inert part of 
the Toedium, and that a standard amount of j?ythium debaryanuia Uesse 
oould be added. It followed that a study should be made to detemin® 
how relative amounts of P, deboryanum in the medium affect the germi­
nation of jyfchium indioator plants. The results of such a study should 
point the way toward the development of a technique using artificially 
infested media. It also was deemed advisable to study tho effect of 
various amounts of Rhizootonia aolemi Kuhn. 
Two 250 ml. flasks were used as containers for giant cultures of 
Pythium debaryanum and Rhiaootonia soloai roapootivoly. The fungi were 
grown on autoolaved timotl^ seed at room temperature with enough 
moisture so that the mediiaa was uniformly ivet but dry enough ao that 
air oould reach the bottom of the flasks. Eadi culture was ahaken 
every day so as to distribute the mycelium uniformly to all parts of 
the flask. After 5 days each giant culture wae mixed with 200 g. of 
sterile Ottawa q.uartK sand so as to laake the inooulxun as homogeneous 
as possible• Various amounts of eaoh inooulum were treighed out and 
mixed separately vrith autoola-red Ottawa quartz sand to givo oonoentra»» 
tions of 0.2, 2«0 and 20.0 g« per liter of sand. Six hundred seeds 
of each indicator plant, alfalfa, flax and oaxitaloupe, were planted in 
eaad with the three dosages of eaoh pathogen. 
The results of the experiment are found in Table 16, It can be 
seen tliat Rhisootonia had no effeot on the germination at the dosages, 
temperature and time given, lythium, on the other l^and, decreased the 
germination in ©very case in direct proportion to the amount of 
inoculum used* The question arose as to whether this germination 
effeot was due entireHy to the initial amount of Pythium or in port 
to the amount of autoolaved timothy seed which was the carrier medium. 
If the amount of carrier were a factor tho growth of Pythium in the 
germination medium would be influenced after the teats had been planted, 
lythium would become more abundant in the medium which contained more 
carrier, first because of more limited inoculum and sooond bocause of 
more organic material on \Thioh r^hium could increase. It may be that 
tlie effeot of initial Pythium population is magnified and tho relatiw 
aiaount of infested carrier at tlie beginning of a test is not the true 
index of tho amount that affects germination. This hypothesis could be 
tested by taking the amounts of inoculum as before, but adding enough 
sterile carrier (autoolaved timothy seed) to the laviev dosages so that 
each dosage would liave an equal aiaount of carrier. This was not 
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Table 16, (Jtsmination of Alfalfa, Flax and Cantaloupe Seed 
in Artificial Media v/ith Various Amounts of Tyfahlum 
debar yanuiii Ho see and Rhizootonia solani Kulm 
Seed 
lot 
Volume of 
Bond per 
pan® 
in ml. 
Inoculation 
I'eroont oraorged aud healthy 
grams Ho. Rhlzoo'tonia'* Pythium^ 
par pan aeeds Emerged Healthy Emerged Healthy 
Alfalfa 500 •1 600 55.6 55.1 55.3 46.4 
9335 
Germin­ 500 1.0 600 53.S 52.G 28.0 9.1 
ated at 
20^0, 500 10.0 600 55.6 55.1 2.5 0,0 
5 days 
Flax at 500 .1 600 91.0 91.0 93.3 92.9 
20-3QOC. 500 1.0 600 93.1 93.1 87.3 86.4 
5 days 500 10.0 600 90.3 88.1 63.1 52.8 
Ceoitaloupe 1000 
at SOOc. 1000 
5 days 1000 
.2 600 
2.0 600 
20.0 600 
79,1. 79.1 
83.6 83.6 
82.0 62.0 
83.9 82.5 
64.8 61.5 
50,4 20.9 
a - Rhigootonia aolani culture 741. 
^ • Pythium debaryanum oulture 737. 
° - One pan of media ma used for 200 seeds. 
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aotimlly done, but: it vtxo aeauiaod and oxpeotod tJiat tho taaount of 
orgemio mterial or Pythitna oarrier in tho laodlura would detormine to a 
groat degroe th« oiaount of I'^thiun influencing jjomiination, This 
oxpeotation is in ^ ^art substantiatod by obBoinrationa of poat-ecjorsoncG 
dampinj^-off. For oxnnplo, in Tablo 16 it can bo noted that in one toot 
with alfalfa 28 percoat of 600 seeds onorgcd whilo only 9«1 poroeut 
roraRinod ^lealthy. It. is dourly evident that af1;or a aoetUing has 
dmpod-off tho patho^on spreads ver; tiuiokly from thio oollapsod aoodling 
to othor hoalt% plants wJiioii aro in turn attacked and wilted. In many 
instaaooo poat-eworgonoo dni!5ping«.off, cspeoially of succulent aeedlinga 
liko cantaloupe and tilfalfa, aaooa tc be inoro or less of a logarithnio 
ftuiction of the tine uftor tho first soodling dtanpod*.or"f, This ia thu 
timu at wl^ioh abundant organic mtorial boooinea available# 
It ia oonoluded that if an artifioally iufeatod raodiun ia to bo 
usod for Gvaluatinf; aood viability rauoli oaro auut bo taken to iiiBuro 
that there is a ocmatant oeiount of or^anlo material. Other requireraonts 
that mat be provided aro auffioient appamtus for lar^^e-soalo routine 
work involving, facilities for weighinc and mixine of medixan, 
storiliaation of all sand and oontaiuors, rauintoaano© oi' a unifom and 
non»eootoring oulluro of pythium debaryanum and x-oguii\r iiiolusion in 
each teat of a ohoak samplo wlioae roaponso l\a8 boeaa previously dotanained. 
Until laoro reoearoh is oonduotod a standai'd toat vdth an artificially 
iufostod KodiUDi ia not roocBaiaGndod# 
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Evaluation of seed funGicidos. 
It has been shown that certain trealied and untreated seeds respond 
differently in odd lythium-in-feated soil and that oei'tain fungioides 
inorease the emergence of the seedlings to a marked degree. 5?he marked 
inorease in number of oheciioal oorapounds that have been made available 
for seed treatiaenfc the past deoade has required a laboratory teolmique 
for thoir more rapid evaluation than ia possible in field trials. The 
difference in protection exhibited by aoiae seed fungicides on seeds 
planted in Pythium-infosted soil suEgeabed that this particular nothod 
might be standardized to index seed fungioides. To test this idea 
studios were made of the effect of various fungioides on soybeans, corn, 
8or(^uia, hestap, flax, barley, sweet com, peas, spinaoh, onion and beets. 
The seed fungioides tiaed in these studies are listed belowj 
Arasan - 50% Tetra methyl thiurem disulfide, manufactured by 
tho Beyor-Semeson Co., received March 1943, 
Barb-'ik C - Kareuric Phenyl Cyanamide (3,6^i mercury equivalent 4-
2.^ Cadmium Oxide f 89,552 inert), laanufactured bjr 
-toei^ioan Cyanmnid and Ghomioal Corporation. 
Uarbak D - Mercurio Phenyl Oyanamido (2,7^ mercury equivalent 4 
¥ vcv^uaium Oxide 4-93^ inert), manufactured by American 
Cyanamid and Chemical Corporation, received Spring 1942, 
Boyer Duat - 45s Hydroxy merouri nitrophenol sulphate, manufactured 
by the Bayer Co., Ino, 
Clorox - 5,265? Sodium hypochlorite 4 94,765? inert, manufactured 
by Clorox Chemical Co., Oakland, Calif, 
Corona 5055 plxis - fiOjJ ooppor carbonate, manufactured by Pittsburgh 
Plate Glass Co, 
Cuproaide - Red cuprous oxide, nanufaoturod by Rohm & Husa. 
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Formto - Ferric dimothyl dithio oarbconato, mnufaoturod by 
GrasBelli-DuPont Co., reosived I-Iaroh 1943, 
569-A - BO'/o R dibromo dithio oyanoethane 4- talc, mnufao­
turod by Ar.iorioan Oyanataid and Chenical Corporation, 
reooived May 1942, 
Leafox-200 - 90,5^ Zino oxide (79?S metallic zinc), mnvtfaotured by 
]], J, Zino Co., rccoived March 194S. 
Modified IJov/ Iraprovod ScEioaan Jr. or DuBay 1210 M - 1% Ethylmeroury 
phosphate, manufaotm^od by I, E, DuPont de Neraours 
end Co., reocived 1939, 
Now Improved Ccroaan or DuBay 1156 I, W, - Sfn ethylnxeroury phosphate, 
manufaoturod by I. E. DuPont de Nemoiirs and Co., recei­
ved 1939, 
154-6-1 « 1% chlorenthoxy ethylmerourjr acetato -4- d9fa talo, 
majjufaotured by Aniorioaii Cyanamid and c'heraical 
Corporation, received Hay 1942, 
1/2^ '. E,H»P.- Nov/ Improved Ccrosan diluted with talc to l/2?5 
ethyl mercury phosphate, 
Someaan, - ZQfa liydroxy mercuriohloro phenol (17,4Jo mercury 
equivalent), manufactured by Hayer-Senesan Co., 
received April 1938, 
601 - Organic formaldehyde, laanufaotured by U. S. Rubber Co,, 
received 1940, 
602 - Unknown oorapoaition, manufacturod by U, S, Rubber Co,, 
received 1940, 
Spergon •" 100^^ Totra ohloro para benzoquinone, Eianufaotxared by 
IJ. S, Rubber Co., reooived Spz'ing 1941 
Spergonex - 50^S Active ingredient, manufactut*ed by U. S, Rubber Co, 
reooived Spring 1941, 
Thiosan or DuBay 1205 FF - 505;S Tetra methyl thiuram disulfide, 
mnnufactiu'ed by E. I, DuPont de Heiaoura and Co,, 
received Karoh 1942, 
335 Special- 50^ active ingredient, manufactured by U, 3. Rubber Co. 
received 1940, 
Yellow Copper Oxide - Manufaoturod by Rolun and Hass, 
The results of tho studioa with tho above fimgioidss will bo presented 
by oropB* 
Soybeans» Tables 3 and 4 I'eforrod to previously prrjBwnt data 
illuatratinf; that certain dust funj^icides increased tho germination 
of tv/o lota of soybeans in oold Pythiunirinfested soil, Additione».l 
teats were undertaken on a more ODctensivo aoale. Three samples of 
soybeans, ono with Iii^h viability and two with low viability wore 
tested in laboratory soil using 6 different seed tr«atniont dusts, 
Tlie results in Table 17 show that Thiosan, Spergon and 1% ethyl 
mercury phosphate caused an increase in gemination of tho good seed 
in oold soil* The germination of the poor seed in soil isas not in­
creased significantly by any dust. On good seed the dust 569-A 
appeared to be definitely harmful and copper carbonate and Barbak D seem­
ed to bo of little value. Figure 3, 4 and 0 oojnpare tho appearance of 
a sitnilar test after seedling emergence* It can be noted thnt the 
emergence of seedlirigs frcm seed treatment with copper carbonate was 
about the same as the check but tho seedlini^a were mrioh •wealrzer* The duet 
569-A is definitely toxio to soybean seeds under tho conditions of this 
experiraent* 
Table 9 shows tho effect of treatment on a medium grade of Illini 
soybeans tested in soil with three peroentagea of moisture* It is 
appai'ont that certaiii seed troatmants effected a larger increase over 
the checks in medium or vet soil than in dry soil. The disinfectants 
that did this are Spergon, Barbak D, Bayer Dust, Thiosan, New Improved 
Ceraaan, New Improved Semeaan Jr. and copper carbonate. Figures 6 and 
«i46«» 
7 show the elToot ol' treating with New Improved Corestm ctnd planting in 
drj'' or wet laborutory soil. 
Table 17, Germination o£ Throo Vuriotleo of Soybean 
Seed y/ith Six Troatmoirbs in Sand and 
P^rthium-Infested Soil, 
Psrcezit semination 
Ajo Rlohland Mukden Lot 31428 
Treatment seeds Sand P,i,6.°' Sand F.i.s,^ Sand P,i,B,^ 
Chook 400 94 72 13 2 22 0 
Darbak D 400 96 79 19 2 27 0 
Thioann 400 95 91 25 5 22 0 
Sporgoa 400 95 93 16 4 26 0 
569-A 400 90 42 14 0 18 0 
Ethyl 
maroury 
phospliat© 1% 400 95 9S 18 4 31 0 
C(s*ppor 
carbonato 
60?2 400 95 79 10 4 17 1 
^ - P,i.i3, s pythiiua-infested soil, ([J-10°C, 5 days, then 30°C.) 
Fig, 5* Lofts Highland aoybejana troatod vrxth Now Iiaprovod Soiiiosan 
Jr. geminated in oold'I'li^'thium-infoBtod soil gavo a 
geiiaiuation poroenta^io of 93# 
Tliis is tlie same sample but not treatod. (ieiiai-
nation porcoatage io 01, 
Fig. 4. Lof t J This is tlie SQr>ic aoniplo treated v/ith I569-A. tjomi-
nation pei'centage is 54, 
This is tho sane as tho rij^ht in Fiijui'e 3. 
Fig, 5 Lefti Tliis is the sumb aaiaplo treated vdth copper oai'bonato 
Ge.miixiabion peroonta^^e is 82, 
Ri{-,htj This is tho same as tlie ri^ ht in Figure 5, 
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Fig. 5 
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The noxt investigation vms ooncomed v/ith the effoot of various 
doaagQs of aeod protectants on soybeans planted in oold soil. Table 
18 givoa tl:© results of a test with aporgon. It is apparent that the 
emergenoe was significantly inoretised as the dosage was increased up to 
but not beyond by v/eight of seed. Table 19 gives the results of a 
more extensive tost, but the experiraental error is too high for any 
substantial conclusions* The tondenoy, however, is for the higher 
dosages of eaoh dust to provide more protection against soil fungi^ 
resulting in a higher percentage of emergenoe* 
Length of time after treatment before planting is also important, 
henoe an experiment was outlined cuid conducted to throw some light on 
this phase* One lot of Kichland soybeans was divided and treated with 
six fungicides, then sub-divided into several sub-samples. One was 
tested inmediately in sand and laboratojy soil. One was stored at 
room temperature and another at 3S°F, At the end of 4 months the 
stored samples wore then tested. The results given in Table 20 indicate 
that there was no important difference in the effect of Thiosan, Spergon 
and Now Improved Semosan Jr, whether seod was planted in rythium-infested 
soil or sand immediately after troatmont or four months later, Barbak D 
and copper carbonate failed to give significant inoreases above the check 
v/ith seed held four months after troatmont and gave only alight inoreasos 
v/ith seed planted immediately. The dust 569-A did not appear to be 
detrimental to seed if planted in sand immediately, but an immediate 
test in oold Eythium-infested soil showed that this dust is definitely 
harmful. That it is hannful was not revealed by the sand tost unless 
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the seed was stored at ;53®F» for four months. The cold tost then 
serves a further useful purpose in evaluating duat disinfectants. One 
disturbing factor in this experiment is that the gonaination of the 
check samples in lithium-infested aoil inoroased with the time of 
atorago. This laay mean that the temperature, moisture or inooulum of 
the soil was out of control for either the immediato test or tho test 
editor storage. If this is true for this particular experiment, testa 
of significance between times of storage cannot be made. Tho above 
oonolusions concerning the relative values of the dusts, however, are 
not affocted because they are based on results from dusts within each 
storage period. 
Table 18, Germination of Soybean Seed T/ith 
Three Dosagee of Spergon. 
Ifo, Percent germination 
Treatment Dosage seeds Sand P.i.a. " 
Check 1600 b 60,50 40,25 
Sporgon .Ofi^ 1600 59,75 49,75 
Spergon ,15^0 1600 63,00 52,50 
Spergon .30^ 1600 62,75 53.25 
P.i,s« is the usual cold I^thivun-infested soil test. 
Each percent represents the average of 400 seeds from each of 
4 lota of soybeans. 
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Table 19, Gemination of Manchu Soybean Seed vrith 
Four Dosages of Five J'\uagioides» 
Percent germination 
Treatment Dosage No, seeds Sand P.i, .8. 
Check (1st test) 400 G2, .0 36. 6 
Chock (2nd test) 400 53, .3 36, .5 
Barbak D 400 64, .0 35, .3 
.ip?i 400 62 .8 29 
.icr. 400 67, .8 41 .0^ 
• 20yJ 400 66, p5 37, • 5 
Spergon .05^5 400 60, .5 47 .3 
.lor/. 400 72 .8 4B 
400 64 .0 60 ,(P 
,20^ '^  400 69, .3 53 .0^ 
New Improved ,05% 400 59 .0° 34 .0^ 
Semesan Jr. ,ia% 400 66 .6 35 ,5 
,15% 400 68 .5 38 
400 71 .3 48 .0^ 
Arasan ,05% 400 68 .0 27 .0^ 
,lQf% 400 68 .0 35 .8 
,15% 400 65 .0 43 .0 
,Z(y/„ 400 62 ,8 45 .8 
FexTnate ,05% 400 69 ,8 30 .8 
,10% 400 66 .0 40 
,15% 400 72 .0 36 .0^ 
,20% 400 70 .0 37 ,0^  
^ P.i.s. = the usual oold lythium-infeatod soil tost, 
^ indicateo percent is based on 300 seeds instead of 400, 
® indicates percent germination is based on 200 seods instead of 400, 
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Table 20. Gemination of liichland Soyhoen Seed Treated 
V/ith Six Fxingioidea and Stored Four 
Honths at Two Conditions. 
Peroent germination 
Sand P. i tt s * a 
Immed- Stored 4 mo. tmme^.- Stored 4 mo. 
iate Hooiii iate Room 
Treatment IJo, 1 seeds test temp. 33°F. test temp • S3°F. 
Check 4 X 100 98.8 94.0 94.5 72.0 83.8 88.0 
Barbak D 4 X 100 95.8 97.0 92.3 79.3 85.8 92.3 
Thiosan 4 X 100 94.8 96.5 96.5 91.0 90.0 92.5 
Spergon 4 X 100 94.8 95.6 95.5 93.3 92.3 91.0 
569-A (old) 4 X 100 90.3 91.6 07.5 41.G 67.5 54.8 
New Improved 
Seinssan Jr. 4 X 100 92.5 92.0 93.0 91.8 91.S 92.0 
Copper 
carbonate 4 X 100 94.8 92.8 93 .C 79.0 84.8 87.3 
^ P«i«8» - the I'egulai' pythium-infested aoil teat (8-10°C« 7 days 
and 25«S0°C« 5 days). 
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One other problem related to the decaj of seed ftnd the protective 
value of furitflcides arose, namely, tlie posniVjili by and probability 
that •viith seed of lovf vitality the decay of dead seeds mifrht spread 
to .v.djoinin.r; hnslthy seed. If seed of lovi vitality v.'ere the only kind 
avsllp.ble and a marked increase in rate of seeding were required for a 
a stand, the spread of pathogenic organisms could become m serious 
factor under certain adverjse conditions. To test the effect of heavy 
seedin-j rates, three lots of soybeans were obtained representinr: three 
grades, hif-^h, medium and poor auality. These v;ere planted at rf;tes 
rfin.f^nj^ from 6 to 48 seeds per foot. This represented o ran!?:© from 
,6 to 6.6 bu, per acre. The results are shov.n in Table 21. It is 
seen that vdbh one exception the difforences between clieck and treated 
increased as the rote of seedin.'j vas increased. The raefi.nin,.;: is quite 
clear. The seeds in rows in which ;i lorj^e number of seeds vs-ere Dlanted 
are much closer to^^etlier. Fungi can ^rrov; more easily from one seed to 
another find the untreated seeds are not protected fi'om. the fun/.ci* 
This experiment indicates th&t vjhen hiif^h seedin^: rates are necessary 
Spergon vdll help check the spread of seed rottins' funf^i from seed to 
seed. This is in addition to its v?lue of protecting the seed from 
dsjT\ping-off fun^^. 
6, Left: Soybeanc tre:'.'.tod vd.th Nev.' liTioroved Ceresan were 
planted in dry Pytiiiuia-infestecl soil. 
Right: Same soybeans not treated v;ere pi-nted tho sa.me 
way. 
Fig, 7» Lel't: Same soybepns treated with Improved Ceresnn 
v;ere planted in wet Pythjum-infested soil. 
ni;;rht: Ssjne soybeans not treated planted tbe s'iiiie 
v.-ay. 
Fif.', 8, This is test mth spinach p3.?inted in Pythiiiin-infested 
soil. 
Plot 13! Planted, ^^ath seed tr"..-ated vdth Thiosc.n at the 
rate of . 50/^ x v-eiffht of seed. 
Plot 1Z(.! Seed v/as trej.t'^d. v.lth Femate at 1,00/i'. 
Plot 15: ^eed vtas treated vrith T"nios?n at l.OO^c, 
Plot 16: Seed v/as not treated. 
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Fig. 7 
Fig. 8 
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Table 21, Gennination of Ti'eutod and Untreated Soybean 
Sood Planted at Different Untea, 
Planted in lythium-infosted aoil 
Percent No, 
Germination Planting rate soeds Percent 
in Seeds per Equiv, per germination 
Lot normal sand foot row bu, per A. test Check Spergon 
Richland 90 6 ,8 150 82,00 90.00 
32652 12 1.7 240 80.00 91.25 
24 3,S 360 01.94 94.17 
Manohu 70 9 1,2 180 41,11 66,11 
32574 18 2,3 360 43,61 55,83 
36 5,0 360 28,89 56,48 
32581 45 12 1.7 240 14,58 29.17 
24 3.3 360 8,61 19,72 
48 6,6 480 8,13 10,83 
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Table 22• Germination of Corn Seed Treated 
V/ith Four fungicides. 
Percent gemination 
ilo, Hormal Pythium-i^ested ao£l^* 
Sample no, seeds sand Check N.l.S.Jr,^ Sporgon Spargonex Borbiak' "D 
52656 100 92 25 58 
52741 100 90 76 96 
5H831 100 99 90 99 
R 4185 100 98 60 93 96 96 
45788 100 96 79 97 92 
45789 100 9 7 5 7 87 67 
45790 100 93 58 93 87 
^ Pythium-infested soil 8-10°C,, 7 days then 30°C, for the remainder 
of the test, 
 ^H,I,S,Jr« S IJew Impro'vod Someaan Jr, 
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Table 23» Gemination of Corn Seed Treated With 
Tliree Fungioidos and Held at Two Soil 
Moiature Levels and Two Temperaturea. 
Percent germination in P»l«s« 
Soil conditions No. seeds Che ok 1/0 e.m.p." Spergon Spergonox 
V/ana and dry® 50 90 90 92 98 
Vfaiui and wet^ 50 88 94 98 86 
Cold and dry^ SO 80 94 90 82 
Cold and wet^ 60 8 80 82 40 
a Wiinii soil at SOOq. 
^ Cald soil at 8-10°C. 7 days, ZO°C, 5 days. 
° Ebhyl mercury phosphate. 
The usual cold Fythixan-infested soil tost. 
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Tnble 24. Gomination of Throo Lota of Corn Sood after 
Treatmont v/ith Five Fimgioides and Storage 
Four Months at Two Temperaturea. 
Poroont germination 
Sand p,i.s«^ 
Inmiod** I TttiniCTf^— T 
No. iate Stored wks. ^ ^^"Storod 17^ tfes. 
Troatmont Seeds Teat Room Temp, ggoF« Teat Room Tsrap, 55°F. 
I^t I 
Check 400 88.5 7S.0 72,3 63,6 67,0 66.0 
Barbok D 400 89.5 72,3 80.0 72,5 68.0 75,0 
ThioBon 400 91.2 71.3 76,5 74,5 79,8 77.7 
Spergon 400 88.2 73.3 76.3 75,2 75,3 75.0 
569-A (old) 400 89.0 77,3 78.S 71,8 72.0 77.3 
DuBay 1210 U 400 87.8 76.0 74.0 70.8 78.8 76.3 
(Now Improved 
Seneaan Jr.) 
Lot II 
Check 400 88,5 90,0 91,0 77,5 83,0 83,7 
Barbak D 400 95.5 92.3 95,0 86,2 87,3 86.3 
Thiosan 400 92,5 93.5 90.8 86,2 93,0 88,7 
Spergon 400 91,5 91.3 91,0 83,0 92,0 90,7 
569-A 400 91.8 92,8 91,8 86,2 85,8 92,0 
DuBay 1210 M 400 92,3 88.8 86,8 92.3 90.7 
Lot III 
Cheok 400 95.8 95,8 95,3 86,2 89.3 96,0 
Barbak 1) dOO 95,5 97.8 96,8 91,0 91.0 90,5 
Thiosan 400 97.0 97.8 97,8 90,8 96 i8 96.3 
Spergon 400 96,5 95.3 98,0 94,0 94,5 95,3 
569-A 400 93.2 94.5 95,8 91,0 91,3 97.3 
DuBay 1210 M 400 90.8 97.0 94,8 93.8 &6,5 96.5 
s The usual oold lythium-infested soil test. 
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Corn, Preliminary experiraonte vdth seed aom indicated that 
soed treatment increased the germination in Pythium-infested soil* 
Table 22 proaents a summary of these testa. It can be seen that 
every oemplo was benefited by treatment. 
To determine the effect of variations in soil moisture on 
germination three funcioides wore UBod; namely, Sporgon, Spergonex and 
one percent ethyl mercury phosphate. The results in Table 23 indicette 
tliat in cold wet soil, which is most unfavorable for germination of 
com, 1 percent ethj^l mercury phosphate and Sporgon increased the 
gemination 72 and 74 percent respectively, Spergonex was not nearly 
as effective. 
The effect of storage on treated soed was next studied, Tliree lots 
of corn were used v;ith 5 dust disinfectants. The results of the test 
shown in Table 24 do not indicate any differences between seed planted 
immediately or 17^ weeks after treatment. However, they do indicate 
that whenever they are planted Barbak D, Thioson, Spergon, 569-A or 
Hew Improved Semesan Jr, increase the germination of all but tho beat 
seed in lythium-inl'ested soil. One dust, under one storage condition, 
did not protect the seed as well as might bo expected. It was Barbak D, 
An examination of this dust revealed that the active ingredients were 
not pulverized as v/ell as they should have boen. This indicates the 
need for homogeneous material. 
One hundred and seventy-seven seed samples of liybrid corn were 
tested in cold Pythium-infested soil. Two hundred seeds were treated 
with Spergon and 200 were left untreated for check. The same samples 
were tested in pasteurized sand for the normal gemination. The results 
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(see Table 25) give oonolusive evidence as to the value of Spergon ae 
a seed protectant, Spergon inoreasea the gonnination in cold Pythium-
infeatod soil from an average of 67,54 percent to 85,35 percent. This 
is an inorouae of nearly 18 percent. 
Table 25, Rosponso of Treated and Untreated Soed of 
Hybrid Corn in pythium-Infested Soil, 
germination 
P, i, 8, 
Ho» samples No, Baeds Kormal aand Spergon Chock 
177 35,400 91,99 85,35 67.54 
Sorghum, It has already been aeen in Table 5 that ccrtain seed 
treatments increase tho gemination of oorghum in lythium-infested 
soil. An additional teat was made. Seven lots neve divided, treated 
with tliroe different seed protectants and planted in tho following 
ways: (1) in. I^thixaa-infested soil, (2) in blotters for the normal 
laboratory gemination test and (S) in the field for a stand count. 
Tlie roBults shown in Table 26 indicate tViat Arasan trms the best 
troatnent in all but two of tho cold tests and in all but one of tho 
field tests. Further tests using different rates of application are 
needed before conclusions are drawn. 
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Table 26, GormiJiation of Treated and Untreated Sorghian Seed in 
Blotters, fytliiiun-Infested Soil and in the Fiold, 
Peroent gonnination 
niotterB P«i,B, Field 
Lot dosaription Troutmunt 2 X 100^ 4 X 100^ 5 X 100° 
I Atlaa Hor^o C/haok 48 1,8 11.2 
Spergon 50 16.3 25*0 
Hew Imp, Semosan 57 14.5 16.2 
Arasan G5 30.8 33i8 
11 Early Kale Check 94 63,8 66*8 
43414 Spergon 97 81*0 68*6 
Nebr, Seed Co, 11,1 «L>« Jr• 94 84,3 54,0 
Arasan 9G 86.5 69.8 
III Oranfje Cane Cheok 92 33,0 53.0 
4531 Snelson Spergon 94 64,0 52.2 
8eed Co, N.I .S. tjr . 94 59,0 53,6 
Arasan DC. 77,3 57.2 
r/ Orange Cane Check 50 11.8 26.0 
Snelson Seed Co, Spergoii 62 35,5 27.4 
N,I,S,Jr. 52 15.8 29.2 
Arasan 57 34.3 31.8 
V Orange Cane Cheok 42 9.8 26.8 
Spsrgon 45 26.3 26.0 
N , 1,3 • tJr. 44 19.3 26.0 
Arasan 49 23.3 25.6 
VI Sorgo Cheok 45 1,8 7.0 
E;, Pott, County Spergon 49 16.0 16.4 
N.I.S, Jr. 54 6.3 8.8 
Arasan 58 35.3 17.0^ 
VII Kaffir Corn Cheok 25 2.3 6.4 
Coop, Assoc. Spergon 35 9.3 12.5 
^'-276 Dovming, Mo. N.I.S,,Jr. 29 3.8 9.0 
Arasan 42 12.5 16.2 
Moan Gominution Cheok 57.4 18.5 28.2 
Spergon 62,6 35.5 32.6 
N,I,S.(Jr, 60.6 29.0 28.1 
Arasan 66,1 42.9 35,9 
^ = Two roplioationa of 100 seeds each, 
^ « Pour replications of 100 seeds each, 
® • Five replioations of 100 seeds eaoh. 
m On basis of 300 seeds. 
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Homp« Two Gaiiiplas of homp wore troatod with Sporgon, Hew Improved 
Semssaa Jr. and Araoon at the rate of *2 percent by weight of the seed 
and planted in the oold tost. The roaults are found in Table 27, It is 
clearly evident that treatment with Arasan or Spergon gave germination 
responses significantly higher than with soed untreated or treated with 
Now Improved Semosan Jr. Another tost with hcnip was made using seven 
seed trsatments. The results (see Table 28) show that New Improved 
Semesan Jr. or 1^ ethjrl mercury phosphate compared more favorably with 
Spergon and Arasan than in the previous test, Zino oxido, copper car­
bonate, 669-A and Harbak D were of decreasing value as seed protectants 
in this oi-der. 
Table 27, GGrmination of Troatod and Untreated llomp Seed 
in Cold PythimvInfested Soil, 
Treatment of Seeds 
No, 
Seeds 
Poroent 
Sample 1 
germination 
Sample 2 
Check 400 35,00 48,00 
Spergon 400 64,25 76.75«. 
New Improved Semesan Jr, 400 53,00 46,75 
Arasan 400 87,00* 81,00* 
* Significantly higher tlian chock. 
Least significant mean difference for Sample 1 a 31,19, 
Least significant mean difference for Sample 2 s 21.06, 
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Table 28 . Germination of Hor^ Seed v/ith Seven Treatments. 
Treatmont 
No, 
Seeds 
Pei'cont germination in P, l,s,®' 
8°0, 6 days SOc, 7 days 
Check 400 49,00 42,00 
Barbak D 400 r)3,75 44,25 
SporGon 400 76,50 82,00 
069-A 400 59,25 60,00 
Ifa ethyl mercury 400 02,25 77,50 
phosphate 
Copper carbonate 400 G9,00 62.75 
Arasan 400 80,75 86.00 
Zino oxide 400 70,25 67,25 
^ » The regular oold fythium-iiil'efited soil tost with two oold 
exposure times* 
li'lax» Twenty-four esmples of flax, each one a different -mriety, 
were divided and treated with three different funfjicides. Pour repli­
cations of 100 seeds each were tested in pythitan-inf'eated soil, in the 
usual manner for a oold test. The rosults shovm in Table 29 indioate 
that seed trcatraont is of value. Treatment v/ith Arasan gave the best 
gemination, Hev; Improved Setaosan Jr, \f&s next best and Spergon was 
third. 
The vitality of flax seed is known to deoroase if the seed is 
stored for several months. It is, therefore, desirable to know the role 
of seed protectants in relation to this decline. Two samples of flax. 
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one a {^oldon varioty and the othor Vikinc were divided and treated with 
five seed disinfectants. Germination teats wore made iramedititely and 
after storage for four months. The results of the testa are tabulated 
in Tablo 30, It is clearly evidont that the seed did decline in 
viability. The gcraiintition of every aample planted immediatoly after 
treatment was hi^jlier tlian that of the oorrespnnddng lot after storage. 
Seed treated v/ith Thiosun, Sporgon and Now Improved Seinosan Jr. gave 
f^ermination results in rythium-infested soil sipiifioantly higher than 
cheek vrhether stored four months or not. Seed treated with Darbak D 
gave a alight increase in gemin'-ition over the untreated if planted 
immediately after treatment in I'ythium-infested soil, but a deorease 
when held four months in storage after treatment. The dust 569-A was 
definitely inferior to the other compounds and of no value. 
Table 29, Gemination of Treated and Untreated Flax Seed 
in pythiuia-Infested Soil. 
Lots Uo, Seeds 
Poroont gemination 
O-IOOC, 7 daj^s, 25-30"c, 5 days 
Check Spergon N.I.S.Jr,®' Arasan 
24 samples 9600 33.4 35.0 41,3 43.1 
Sl 
s Hew Improved Bemesan Jr. 
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Table 30, Oermination of Two Lots of Flux in Stmd and in 
rythium-Infested Soil when Treated with Five 
Fungicides i\nd Held for 4 Months. 
Percent gonrdnation 
Snnd P.i.Ss  
Saaple Treutmont 
No. 
Seeds 
Immed­
iate 
teat 
Stored 4 Mo. 
Room 
temp. 35°F. 
Iinmod~ 
iate 
teat 
Stored 4 Mos. 
Room 
terap. 33°t'. 
I Clieck 400 74.3 68.3 67,5 47.0 22.3 23,8 
Golden Barbfik D 400 77.8 70.3 77.n 54.0 23.3 25.3 
ThiosDn 400 82.5 82.5 71.0 70.5 48.8 54.5 
Sporgon 400 77.3 68.5 71,0 60.0 50.5 49.0 
569-A (old) 400 74.0 52.3 59.8 46.5 17.1'^ 23 ,0 
DuBay 1210 M 
(How improved 
Seriesan Jr.) 
400 82.0 73.0 68.8 77.8 48.8 54,5 
II Check 400 72.2 65.0 62.3 37.0 20.0 24.0 
Viking Borbak D 400 77.8 63,3^ 67.0 42.3 15.7^ 23,0^ 
Thioson 400 81,8 63.5 71.3 60.8 30.3 33,8 
Spergon 400 78.2 63.0 68.3 50.3 29.0 41,7^ 
569-A 400 72.5 49.7^ 59.8 20.3 16.7^ 19.3 
DuBay 1210 M 400 73.3 69 .3 65.5 61.0 22.3«' 44.7a 
^ = Hased on 300 seeds OQO}I» 
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Parley. One stuuplo of barley •vvas divided and treated vdth 15 
different fungicides at the rate of .2 percent by v/eight of seed and 
planted in Pythium-infested soil. The test was made sii/dlarly to tests 
vdth other seeds. The results are shown in Table 31« From the results of 
Table 3i» Germination of Barles' vd.th 15 Treatments in 
Pythium-infested Soil^ 
Wo. Percent 
Treatiflent seeds germination 
Chock 400 93.75 
Barbak C 400 96.50 
Barbak D 400 97.00»'<-
Thiosan 400 96.25 
Spergon 400 97.00-: 
Spergonex 400 92.00 
569-A 400 95.25 
154-6-1 400 96.25 
Mmv Inproved Ceresan 400 93.75 
, New Improved Semesan Jr. 400 96.75 
Copper carboriate 400 . 97.00Jr 
1/2% ethyl mercury phosphate 400 96.50 
601 U.S.H. hoo 93.75 
602 U.S.R. 400 96.25 
335 Special 400 96.75 
Bayer Dust 400 96.25 
^The usual cold teat: 8-10°C. 7 days and 25-30°C. 5 days. 
^Significantly higher than check if individual comparison of 
the four replications are used in the analysis. 
•»Hi-Not significantly higher than check. 
an analysis of variants for the total data no significiii-.t difference 
betv^een means was found. However, an anaJysis of individual comparisons 
revealed that the geraiination of seed treated with Barbak D and copper 
carbonate were significantly higher than that of untreated seed. It my 
bo of some importance tlmt the vitality of this seed was high and that 
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barley geriiiinates noriiialiy at a lower teiaperuture than corn, beans, heiap, 
and many other seeds. 
Sviieet Corn. One saiviple of seeot ccra was divided and treated with 
three different dosages of Spergon and Araaan and one (iosage of Ne^«r 
Improved Seiaesan Jr. The plfonting vias done as usual in Pytliiiuu-infested 
soil. The I'esiilts of the test are given in Table 32. 
Table 32. Germination of Treated and Untreated Sweet Corn 
Seed in Pythiuja-Infested Soil.^ 
No. Percent 
Ti-eatiftent Rate® seeds gerirdnation 
Check uoo 64.75 
Spergon 0.75 400 86.50 
Spergon 1.50 l^ OQ 80.50 
Spergon 3.00 400 85.00 
Arasan 0.75 400 78.50 
Arasan 1.50 400 91.75 
Arasan 3.00 400 91.75 
New Improved Semesan Jr. 1.50 400 79.50 
^The usual cold test but only 5 days at 8-10°C. 
^Percent fungicide by iweight of seed. 
There is an inconsistency vdth the lowest dosage of Spergon. Seed 
treated at this rate (.75/S x weight of seed) germinated better than with 
the other two dosages. However, all treatments Increased the germination 
of sweet corn significantly over the untreated. Arasan at the rate of 
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1.50 percent by waight of seed is superior to 0.75 percent, but a further 
increase in dosage failed to bring about a further increase in fjermination. 
Peas. In the section viiscuGsing the effect of time of exposure in 
Pythiuia-infested soil data were presented concerning the effect of treat­
ment of peas (See Table 7). These data indicate that treatment had a 
marked effect on the geraiinations in Pythiuja-infested soil. In one instance 
there was only 2 percent emergence for untreated and 92 percent for the 
lot treated vvith cuprocide. 
The value of two different dusts, Spergon and Arasan, for the control 
of pre-eiaergence damping-off of peas in Pythium-infested soil was further 
studied usinj 33 s;imples. Each sample was of a different variety. The 
oauipleo vfere sub-divided and treated at the rate of approxiinate]^ 1 1/2 
ounces per bushel. 
The seed vas planted in Pythium-infested soil and held at 8-10°C, for 
5 or 6 days, then transferred to the 25~30°C. room and left until all 
sprouts had ejnerged. The results are suianarized in Table 33. 
It should be noted that the germination of every sample in Pythiuo-
infested soil was increased by either dust. There is little difference 
between Arasan and Spergon, the average increase in germination resulting 
from each being hearly 50 percent, or about four times the gerraination of 
the untreated seed. There are luarked differences in the responses between 
different sarnples. A sample of Rices Early Dwarf, which when treated^' ' ' ' 
germinated only 23«7 percent, gave a gennination of 94.2 percent when 
treated \d.th Arasan and a sample of Canner King, germnating 69.5 percent 
\vith no treatment, was increased to only 71.0 percent when treated \Tith 
Arasan. One sample of Strategem, germinating 2 percent untreated, gerndnat-
ed 77.7 percent when treated with Arasan. 
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Tablo 33* Thirty-three Varieties of Pea Seed Treated with Two 
Crermicides, Germinated in Pythium-Infested Soil. 
^ Percent gerainatlon^ 
Saraplfj Variety ueeds Cheek Araauti Spergon 
1 Onward 400 7.0 72.5 66.5 
2 Pride 400 27.2 B8.5 69.2 
3 Glacier 400 8.5 63.0 59.0 
4 V/orld's Record 400 10.7 67.7 73.0 
5 Perfection 400 lif.7 76.5 70.7 
6 Teton 400 3.5 12,0 37.2 
7 Premium Gem 400 8.7 40.2 60.0 
S Manitnoth Pod Ex. early 400 22.2 71.5 78.0 
9 Gradus 400 9.2 54.5 55.0 
10 Thomas Laxbon 400 16.7 83.5 82.5 
11 Dwarf Alderman 400 6.0 39.2 44.5 
12 Major 400 32.7 79.0 90.2 
13 Alaska 400 28.2 85.7 87.2 
14 Nott's Excelsior 400 18.2 52.7 56.0 
15 Laxton's Progress 400 9.7 78.5 66.5 
16 Hundredfold 400 9.0 76.5 76.5 
17 # 40 400 1.7 44.0 44.5 
Ifi Caimer King 400 69.5 71.0 77.2 
19 Dwarf Telephone 400 16.0 50.7 49.5 
20 Alderitian 400 3.2 58.5 66.7 
21 Multifold 400 4.7 49.7 53.7 
22 Early Harvest 400 7.7 75.7 70.0 
23 Laxton's Superb 400 7.7 53.7 58.5 
24 Bountiful 400 3.7 46.5 52.2 
25 Shasta 400 5.5 50.0 72.2 
26 Res Surprise 400 7.0 64.7 65.2 
27 Strategem 400 2.0 77.7 67.7 
28 Rice's Karly Dwarf 400 23.7 94.2 82.7 
29 Improved Gradus 400 20.2 64.7 76.7 
30 President VVilson 400 1.7 41.2 47.5 
31 Little Marvel 400 51.2 60.2 76.0 
32 Cliiofix 400 20.2 86.7 88.2 
33 Profusion 400 80.2 84.0 84.2 
Total 55S.1 2124.7 2204.7 
Mean percent ojf 13200 seeds 16.9 64.4 66.3 
®The usual cold tost in Pythium-infested soil. 
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ll! addition to the previous tests an experiment ^vith one aaraple of 
pea seeds in which the dosage was varied was conducted'. The saitiple waa 
divided and treated with three fungicides at three different dosages'. The 
seed was planted as usual in laboratory soil, held at S-10°C'. 5 days, then, 
transferred to 25-30°C. for the remainder of the test. The results of the 
experiment are found in Table 34. It is seen that the gerniination of each 
Table 34. Germination of Peas Treated at Different Dosages 
in Pythiura-Infested Soil; 
No. Percent 
Treatment Hate^ seeds germination 
Check 400 49.8 
Fermate .084 400 78.2 
Fermate .168 400 79.5 
Ferxaate .335 400 86.8 
Thiosan .084 400 74.2 
Thiosan .168 400 84.5 
Thiosan .335 400 91.2 
Spergon .084 400 74.0 
Spergon .168 400 90.8 
Spergon .335 400 91.0 
^Rate of applications of fungicide, percent fungicides by 
iNsight of seed. 
treated lot is significantly higher than check, and as the dosage of 
each dust increased the germination increased. The the highest dosage 
of Thiosan (.335!^ by vieigjit) and tvfo high dosages of Spergon (.168$ and 
,335^ by weight) gave the best geriainations vdth no significant differ­
ences between them. Fer/nate at the rate of (.335^ by weight) gave the 
next beat germination which vras very close to the second dosage of 
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Tliiosan. The evidon.ce of this eraeriment, therefore, indicates that 
Spergon at the rate of either .168 percent or .335 percent by weight of 
seed and Thiosan at .335 percent gave the beat control of pre-eraergence 
damping-off. 
Spinach. One san^jle of spinach seed was divided into 16 parte Jind 
treated with 15 seed fungicides leaving one part untreated. The seed was 
planted in the usual laboratory soil and held at 8-10°C. for 21 days. At 
the end of this period counts were made and recorded in Table 35. 
The data obtained from, this eaqoeriment show some rather striking 
differences in the ability of the several compounds to protect spinach 
seeds from damping-off fungi. For example. New Improved Ceresan and Hew 
Improved Semesan Jr. at one extreme gave similar results of over four 
times the emergence of the untreated lot, whereas 335 Special and 
Spergonex not only gave no protection but apparently injured the seed. 
The other compounds may be rated in between these extrejnes, the relative 
rank being given in the last column of Table 35. These data may be 
•unusually significant because ethyl mercury phosphate was found to be 
much superior to any other fungicide. Further study with different 
varieties of spinach may yield valuable results. Figure 8 illustrates 
the appearance of a spinach test. 
Onions. One sample of onions was divided and treated with six 
different seed protectants. Tests were made in both blotters and in 
Pythiuia-infested soil. The data are given in Table 36. It is of 
interest to note that all the treated sulj-oainples gave higher germina­
tions than the untreated in blotters. This suggests that this particular 
lot of seed carried organiams vjhich interfered with germination. In the 
soil test held 5 days at 8-10°C. the difference in germination between the 
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Tablo 35.« Gei'Liinatf on of Treated Spinach Seed in 
Pythiuia-Infeateci Soil at S-IO'^G. for ?,1 Days. 
No. Percent 
Treatment®^ seeds gerraination ® llank 
Check 400 16. S 14 
Barbai: C 400 23.0 10 
Barbak D hoc 23.3 9 
DuBay 1205 FF (Thioaan) 400 59.3 3 
Spergon 400 27.S 7 
Sporgonex 400 Ll.O 16 
Am. Cyanamid 569-A 
( Non-ijiercurous) itOO 19.5 12 
Am. Cyanamid I5/+-6-1 
(Mercurous) 400 1C.8 13 
DuBay 1155-IV/ 5^ e.a.p. 
(Hev; Improved Ceresmi) 400 72.8 1 
DuBay 1210 M 1^ e.m.p. 
(Kcftv Ijtiproved Sa'nesaii Jr.) 400 70. S 2 
Copper carbonate 50S5 400 43.0 4 
1/2^ ethyl mercury pliospliate 400 31.5 6 
601 U.S.R. 400 25. S 8 
602 U.S.U. 400 20.3 11 
335 Special U.S.R. 400 11.5 15 
Bayer Dust 400 34.0 5 
Hll dusts applied at the rate of ,2% x weight of seed. 
^Least significant difference betvreen means = 7.62. 
®Least highly significant difference between meana >» 10.16. 
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untreatod and treated rias considerably greater, indicating that Pythium 
was an important and limiting factor in gorr.dnation. Thiosan appeared 
to be especially effective both as a fungicide and aa a protectant. 
Table 36. Germination of Treated and Untreated Onion Seeds 
in I>ythiuin-Infested Soil and in Blotters. 
Treatment 
Kate 
(by vreight) 
Percent germination 
Blotters C.P.i.s. 
200C. 8-lOOC. 5 days 
2 X 100 seeds 4 x 100 seeds 
Check £53 68.3® 
Fermate 1.50^ 95 86.0 
TM.osan 1.50^ 97 90.5 
Semesan 0.30^ 91 81.3 
Zinc oxide 4.00;^ 93 86.0^ 
Tellovr copper oxide 0,75% 88 88.3 
Spergon 2,00% 90 84. Oa 
^Percentage is on the basis of 300 seeds. 
Beets. One sample of beet seed was sub-divided and treated with three 
different dusts at three dosages. Grerjaination tests were made in both 
blotters and Pythium-infested soil. The variation in the soil test wis so 
great that it is impossible to tell what dust or dosage gave the best 
results. Hovmver, it can be seen that any one of the three treatments 
used increased the germination above untreatod seed in Pythiura-infested 
soil. The results of this test are shown in Table 37. 
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Table 37. Germination of Boot Seed Treated at Different 
Dosaces in Blotters und in Pj^thlum-infested Soil. 
Treatment Rate 
Percent 
seed balls 
germinating 
in blotters 
20-30OC. 
100 seed balls 
Percent seedlings 
per 100 Boed balls 
P.i.s, 8-10°c. 5 days 
then 20-3p°C. 
400 seed balls 
Chook 
Cuprocide 
Cuprooide 2% 
Cuprooide 
Thiosan 0»25% 
Thiosan 0^ 50% 
Thiosan 1,00% 
Ceresan 0.5C^2 
Cerogan 
Ceresan 1,50% 
92 140 
86 180.5 
92 162 , 
90 176,3 ^  
84 171 
91 171.5 
89 162 
90 151.5 
91 172 a 
09 151.S 
^ a J'eroent baaed on 300 balls. 
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CoEimrisog of laboratory and fiold f;er:aination. 
From the foregoing section it has been shown that germination of any 
of the seeds tested in laboratory soil could be increased by certain seed 
treatments. Since this test (the cold Pythium-infested soil or cold test) 
vraa designed to give a relative index of the germination response of seed 
under certain unfavorable field conditions it seemed desirable to make 
some tests involving field-laboratory comparisons. 
Certain field tests were performed with soybeans, corn, flax, beets, 
sorghum, spinach and a few other seeds. For many of these tests field 
conditions were so favorable for germination that no sigriificant differ­
ences were obtained between treated and untreated seed. In other tests 
field conditions were so irregular that part of the replications were 
under favorable and part under adverse conditions. This caused so much 
variation in the form of experimental error that loany of the tests from 
a statistical standpoint were of no value. Only one of these tests is 
reported here, namely soybeans. 
Twelve samples of soybeans were obtained representing three grades, 
four of high, four of medium and four of low quality. The aeod was treated 
with 7 different fungicides at the rate of 1 1/2 oz. per bushel. This ia 
equivalent to .156 percent by weight of seed. Four replications of 100 
seeds each were planted in the laboratory and 5 replications of 100 were 
planted in the field. The results of the test are found in Table 3S. 
It can be seen that there is good correlation between laboratory 
and field germination if the mean of all 12 samples is taken for the com­
parison. In addition, the difference between the field and laboratory 
response for each dust is not significantly different. The laboratory 
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and rielrl ^errainationa of the check saraplo are both exactly 62 percont. 
Thioaan, Sporgon, and copper carbonate all gave significant increases 
above the check in both laboratory soil and in the field, Barbi'jJc D gave 
only a slight increase in either condition. One-half percent ethyl 
mercury phosphate and 569-A are of doubtful value and the dust 154-6-1 
Table 33. Germination of Treated Soybeans in 
PythiJin-Infestod Soil and Field. 
4 4 4 Mean of 
good samples taedium samples poor samples 12 samples 
Lab. Lab. Lab* Lab. 
P.i.a. Field P.i.s. Field P.i.a. Field P.i.s. Field 
Treatments 4x4x100 4x5x100 4x4x100 4x5x100 4x4x100 4x5x100 12x4x100 15x4x100 
Check 73 74 62 67 50 45 62 62 
Barbak D 77 83 64 71 53 54 65 69 
Thiosan 86 88 75 82 64 57 75 76 
Spergon 85 88 74 79 67 60 75 76 
569-A 73 82 64 70 47 51 63 68 
154-6-1 7a 80 64 65 40 42 61 62 
Copper 
carbonate 81 86 78 76 61 62 74 75 
1/2$ ethyl 
mercury 
69 64 67 phosphate 75 82 71 49 50 
®P.i.s. indicates the regular cold Pytliium-lnfested soil test. 
seems to be of no value. It is interesting to note that copper carbonate 
performed so well, because in earlier laboratory trials this compound 
seemed to cause weak seedlings. It is possible that the appearance of the 
test in Figure 5 niay have been due to the effect of the copper ijan in which 
the seedlings were grovmi. It is known that root tips of sojae plants are 
injured when they come in contact with copper. 
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Discussion 
Deterraination of aeed viability by seed laboratories tvherever they 
have been established has come to be based largely on the production of 
normal sprouts under an enviroiiraont that ia considered optiraurii for the 
kind of seed in question. This procedure has given results that measured 
the relative field value of seed lots so long as the field conditions 
were favorable for the gemination of a particular kind of seed. Partial 
or complete loss of field stand has frequently resulted even when seed 
known to possess high germinability was used. This latter condition has 
bean particularly noticeable since the use of hybrid seed corn with its 
attendant processing niothods has coine into great proiidnenca. Causes 
for lowered field stands have been sought for and at least two have 
become 7)311 established: (1) a physiologic weakness in seed vitality 
which does not appear under optimum conditions for germination and (2) 
ability of soil fungi to attack physically or physiologically weakened 
seed when such seed is placed under adverse conditions. Unfortunately, the 
conditions of temperature that are unfavorable for germination of many 
kinds of seeds are almost optimum for the groivth of certain soil fungi, 
particularly species of Psrthlura. 
Failures in field stand have been sufficiently frequent to justify 
the development of a laboratory procedure that would provide information 
as to the probable response of a particular seed lot under adverse field 
conditions. Furtherniore, the development of numerous fimgicides for the 
protection of seeds during the period of germination has also required a 
laboratory procedure for indexing the value of new or old fungicides. 
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The cold Fythluia-infest.cd soil trrst as described In this thoaio and 
concernin/j -which considorable data have been presented re^iresents an 
effort to design a auppleraontary procedure for regular seed laboratory 
routine by which the relative resistance or susceptibility of seed lots 
to soil fungi can be deterinined and by -vvhich the protective value of 
seed fungicides can be evaluated. 
IVhile there are some inconsistencies in the data and the results are 
not so conclusive and uniform in each case as is desirable, yet it is 
believed that the method described is workable and of great value for the 
purposes for which it vms designed. Specifically, there is no question 
but that if soil naturally infested vriLth I^thiaceous fungi is used, the 
moisture and temperature reasonably well controlled and randoraization of 
sub-samples practiced then the method will enable an analyst to (1) 
furnish index values of seed samples as to their possible germination 
under adverse field conditions, (2) furnish information as to the value 
of seed treatment on any given sample and (3) supply reliable inforraation 
as to the relative value of seed protectants. It can be used to determiixe 
the effect of dosage of a protectant as well as Icind. This method reduces 
the time necessary for proper field evaluation of a dust by several years. 
As new fungicides appear on the market much time and effort can be saved 
by filtorin£r out compounds that sho^f no promise. Even if there v/ere ample 
tiiae for field trials there is alv^ays much field variation in the form of 
eaqjerimental error. Error is reduced to a minimum in properly controlled 
cold tests. Therefore, in addition to the time saved more accui\^cy io 
possible. 
The developaent of the tensioineter for standardizilng the aroount of 
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raoistare in the soil has algnificance. It hao beon roco'iriized for noiio 
tiino that a standard method for determining moisture content of noil is 
needed since it is osaential that laboratory testa of sood start in soil 
at a imiform moisture; A i3iii\ple ;iiethod is needed ao that soil moisture 
can be adjusted and tested in a short tiiaei The tensioineter as developed 
for this use fulfills the requireraents of speed and accuracy. Although 
the tensiometer does not measure percentage xaoisture it does indicate 
moisture tension which is perhaps just as good an index of the free 
moisture of soil. The use of the tensioiaeter could be applied to other 
phases of seed testing whenever a soil needs to bo prepared with a 
standard araount of moisture. 
There are nvany possible causes for variation during a cold test for 
a given sample of seed. There may be variation in soil raoisture, tempera-
tua^e, tirae of exposure and Pythiuia population. The first three of these 
causes for variation can be reasonably controlled by the methods herein 
described. More needs to be learned concerning the control and raeasurement 
of pythium populations of soil. If a satisfactory method for the quantita­
tive deteriaination of Pythium Vifere developed then a study could be made of 
the Pythium population changes in relation to chanjjes in the organic compo­
sition of the soil. Soil \vith a low Pythiuia index could be incubated at 
the r3.ght conditions v/ith the proper amount of organic iaaterial added 
until the standard aiaount of Pythiuia were reached. Then this soil vfould 
be in the right condition for a standard test. 
T?io data concerning the use of naturally infested soil are far more 
extensive than those dealing vd.th artificially infested media, hence it 
is impossible at present to conc3.ude that, natia'ally infected soil is the 
pr&i'cixuble riiydiuiu. Or. the otlu:;!-- hfurid, until i..c»re experience v;ith fjrtifi-
cially infested xizedia ia gained there ia no reason to hesitate in the use 
of the natural mediun. The mjor requiremento are to obtain soil from a 
field in Vfhich crops susceptible to Pythiaceous fungi have been growing, 
test the presence of such fungi by the use of susceptible indicator plants, 
be certain that the soil and sand are well mixed and that the moisture 
range in the prepared aiediuia is correct, place the seed at the proper 
temperature for a period of daya areviouslj' deteriained as preferable and 
finally maintain the jaoisturo content as uniforniLy as posssiblo throughout 
the germination period. The nuaiber of umorgad seedlings in tenns of the 
percentage of seeds planted will then indicate the value of the seed lot 
and of the seed protectant used. 
It ia probable, as processing methods v;ith seeds are modified, the 
stage of developiiient at viiiich aeeda are harvested is changed or other 
factors affecting the vitality of aeods are introduced, tliat this partic­
ular cold teat procedure may becoiae of increasing value to agriculture. 
Adjustiiient of planting rates, time of plantin^j, field location and location 
•within a berritory could easily result froin such tests. Many con^iitions 
Vfhich affect seed viability not measured by favorable but by unfavorable 
condiLioas could be uticovered before the seed is actually planted. 
'feats of seeds under adverse conditions should be helpful to the 
plant breeder in the eliiaination of foundation stock that is inherently 
y;eak in vitality. A further use of the cold test could be in the evalua­
tion of field soil. A farmer iiiight want to ia\ov/ if seed would dairip-off in 
his soil. This could easily be determined either by using the soil for a 
regular cold test with susceptible seed or by testing f^thiuni indicator 
— fix 
plants in it. 
Finally it may be possible to use the co].d test technique in a 
study of interaction HUd competition arnong soil fungi. Sterilized 3oil 
to which one or more soil organisms such as species of Rhizoctonia, 
Trichoderma and Fugarium are added could be employed in corabinatioxi vdth 
indicator plants to measure population changes of organiawa ain^ ly or 
collectively. The factors that deter:ninQ population changes could bo 
investigated ^ftMch ndght throw further light on the control of soil fungi. 
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ROLE OF SEED-BOaNE FUNGI IN THE EVALUATION OF SEED STOCK 
Review of Literature 
Many plant pathologists have been concerned with the carriage of 
fungi by seeds, and the general literature pertaining to seed-borne 
organisms is extensive, having been accumulated as a result of studies 
involving the life-histories of many plant pathogens. Chen (1920), Manns 
and Adams (1923) and Henry (1931) isolated many pathogens from seeds. 
Orton (1931) gave a good historical review of the work in this field and 
included a bibliography of nearly all of the literature concerning seed-
borne organisms at the time of his revievf. 
Among the more recent reports of seed transmission of pathogenic 
organisms or agents are the following; Verticillium wilt of eggplants 
and tomatoes by Kadov/ (1934); Helminthosporiura of corn by Valleau (1935); 
Helminthosporium turcicum of corn by Sherbakoff and Mayer (1937); Cerco-
spora oryzae on rice kernels by Tullis (1937); mosaic virus in tomato seed 
by Doolittle and Beeclier (1937); Macrophomina phaseoli of beans by Andrus 
(1938); four organisms in sweet clover seed, Ascochyta caulicola, Cerco-
spora zebrina, Leptoabhaeria pratensis and Myoosphaerella lethalis all by 
Jones (1939); Phytomonas lapsa on corn by Ark (1940); Gloaerella glycines 
on soybeans by Ling (1940); Helminthosporium turcicuia in Sudan grass seed 
by Chilton (1940) and Gercospora carotae in carrot seed by Thoinas (1943)* 
Many methods for the control of these seed-borne organisms liave been 
investigated. The most promising methods have been those involving seed 
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treatniont. Leiikel (1936) reviowed the extensive literuturo ocaioernine 
seed treatnont, bringing; it up to date for oereals. 
VJithin recent years seed lahoratoriea have given considerable atten­
tion to the detection and signifioanoe of orgonisnis carried by aeed stocks. 
Hum (1919) Tj-as one of the first to su^f^eat the seed analyst's responsi­
bility for detecting soed-borne organisms. Doyer (1933) in Holland, Crosier 
(1935b) and hitj associates in Now Yoi'k and Portor and his associatos in Iowa 
have given major attention to this undeveloped phase of seed testing. Porter 
(1931 and 1932) emphasiaed the importance of reporting diseased seed in 
somplea submitted to a seed laboratory for analysis. Later (1935) ho out­
lined a method for detecting soedlinf; blights of barley caused by Gibberella 
saubiniBtii and HeImlnthosporium Bativum using soil and sand as the culture 
medium. He also showed that by diluting 5 percent ethyl mercury phosphate 
v/ith talc to a one percent dust it was possible to treat seed v/ith all the 
dust it could carry and control seedling blight in the laboratory. Field 
control correlated well vdth laboratory control. This soiae author (1936) 
gave the first detailed procedures for the use of seed disinfectants in a 
seed laboratory. Other publications from the Iowa laboratory dealing v/ith 
one or more phases of seed-borne organisms and seed testing include the 
followingt Davis (1935 and 1937), Porter (1938), Porter, Hendershott and 
Davis (1938), Ericlcson and Portor (1930), Porter (1939), Rice (1939 a and 
b), Poi'tor and Kioe (1939) and Porter 1941 and 1942), 
Crosier (1935a) found Ascochyta pisi viclae in vetch seeds and the 
following year (1936) described several fungous associates of pea seeds. 
Later Crosier and Patrick (1939 a and b) reported treatments for the control 
of species of Alternaria and Rhizopus on ci-uciferous seedli^/'s and the 
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elimination of sapropliytea during the germination of pea seeds. Crosier 
and Weinier (1939) described fungi associated with several species of 
Graraineae. Miller and Crosier (1936) found four pathogens on toniato seeds. 
Doyer (1938) published a manual for the detection of soed-borne 
organisms and Neergaard (1938) outlined procedures for the isolation and 
detection of organisms carried by seeds of horticultural plants. 
The comparative longevity of seed erabryos and organisms transirdtted 
by seeds has received son® attention. Coons (1923) found that Septoria 
apii had lost its vitality on celery seed after storage for two years. 
Crosier (1939) found that Ascochyta pisi viciae had a very lov; vitality in 
vetch seeds •'while the seeds v/ere highly viable after 5 years. Shands 
(1937) found that Glbberella saubinetii on barley kernols was practically 
non-viable 27 to 30 raonths after harvest. Crosier (1941) reported that 
Heliiiinthosporium sativura. was not viable on seeds of oats and barley after 
8 years of storage. 
To properly evaluate seed stock a seed analyst must be able to detect 
seed pathogens as vfell as to know the iiivportanco of their presence, there­
fore better methods for diagnosis of seed diseases and detection of 
organisms are needed. In seed laboratory practice it is necessary to 
develop macroscopic as well as microscopic methiods and the former, even 
though not as accurate as the latter, are needed for routine service testing 
of many samples of seed. Both a a^ualitative and a quantitative measure of 
infection is needed if one is to get a true index of the significance and 
importance of a seed-borne patliogen. Limited studies were made vdth methods 
for the detection, identification and control of ccrtain pathogenic organisms 
or agents found on seeds and are reported in the following sections. 
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Development of Techniques for the Detection of Organisms 
jiiany Icinds of seeds are received annually at the Iowa State College 
Seed Laboratory for a variety of tests. If disease tests are required 
special efforts are made to deteniiine the presence of pathogens. In other 
circu/flstances no roqucsts are wade for a disease test but the seed is often 
found to bo diseased. Sub-samples of these lots v»ero taken and laid aside 
for future study. Other sawples have been obtained especially for disease 
investigations. 
The laethods used in diagnosing diseases of seeds and seedlings are 
extremely variable. Pathogens express thenisolves in Jiiany ways. Any one 
of these expressions may help identify the organism. An ideal criterion 
for diagnosis is an easily recognized characteristic alv/aya obtained and 
not duplicated by any other pathogen. This specific ciaaracteristic Jjiay be 
of the nature of the pathogen itself, of the symptoms on the host seed or 
seedling, or of a reaction with soiae indicator. The iij;ated number of 
studies tlmt could be iflade were i^erformed with an awareness of these prob­
lems and a constant effort toward iraproveiaent of techtiiques. The usual 
seed laboratory methods veve used if such v;ere applicable. Nevi techniques 
vrare tried vriienever any were considered advisable or practicable. Nothing 
vdll be reported in this thesis concerning teats made with teclmiques 
already validated and in general use except as they ai^ply to seeds vfliich 
have not been previously tested by the j>articular metliod. Any new 
teclmiques developed vdll be presented iii connection with the discussion 
of five general methods. These methods are concerned respectively with; 
(1) symptoms or signs on the seeds, (2) symptoms or signs on the seedlings 
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and gemination media, (3) syinptoms or signs on oltier plants and {k) 
isolation, identification and imthogenicity tests of organisms. 
Symptoms or signs on the seeds. 
No ncs/ techniques ivere developed for the detection of sood-borne 
organisr.is -with raGthoda 5.nvoiving inacrosconic or microscopic ouKaiaations. 
Findinji the cliaractoristic morpholoijical grovAhs of funfji including 
sclerotia, .'nycolia, spores and other fruiting structurus is good evidence 
of the presouce of particular fungi. Davis (1935) and llice (1939b) liave 
used the heiaocytometer for estiriuitini'j snore load per seed. Porter (1932 
and 1938) > Crosier (1935b) and Doyer (193^) offer specific techiiiques for 
various Itinds of seeds and Koehler cind Holbert (193^) fjive jnethods for 
detecting dry I'ot fungi of seed corn. 
Symptoms and si/yts on seedlings and pieriaination media. 
Detection of soed~borne or^janisms on seeds and seedlings after 
coriiiination has been initiated is one most frequontl^y used because observa­
tions often can be made ifhcn the counts for norr.ial sprouts are recorded. 
Porter (1935) planted needs of cereals on top of moist blotters for later 
observation and detection of organisraa. It was found tliat sorrie difficulty 
xns encountered in maintaininfj a uniforra moisture conteiit of the bloLters. 
A simple technique that solved this nrobleiu consisted in covering the layer 
of seeds that had been placed on the blotter substratum with moist jmper 
toweling. In tlie center of tiie tray (13" x 18") a half-pint glass jar 
filled with v/ater -v-jas inverted ao that tlie mouth of the jar, vjhicli v;as 
covered with a piece of cheesecloth hsld in place by a rubber band, was 
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next to the paper toweli-iig. As the blotter became dry a small amount of 
air was forced into the jar and v;ater v/as thon released v;hich, of course, 
added moisture to the blotter.. This method proved effective in seed 
germination and was cpite helpful in promoting the grovrth of fungi on seeds. 
Using this method a saraple of corn naturally infected with Migrospora 
oryzae was tested in comparison with two other methods, namely, plating on 
2 percent dextrose agar in Petri dishes after treatment vdth Clorox and 
plating in buffered potato dextrose agar. 
The Petri dish tests were held at room temperature for three days 
and observations were made of the fungous growth developing from the seeds 
to the agar. Observations of the test on blotters were made on the fourth 
day. This test v.-as held at 30°C, Table 39 shows the results of these 
tests. 
Table 39. Detection of Higrospora oryzae on 
Corn Kernels by Three Methods. 
No. seeds Percent of seeds from which 
Medium planted Nigrosipora oryzae grew 
Blotters 49 41 
Plain 256 agar 19 58 
Buffered potato 
dextrose agar 20 70 
It appears that a method using agar as the substrate and surface 
disinfection of the seeds is a more sensitive technique for the detection 
of Nigrospora than the blotter method. On the other hand, the presence 
of the organism on blotters was readily observed. 
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A similar coinpariaon of techniques vma made using corn infected with 
Gibberella saubinetii. The fungus was detected by its characteristic pink 
fungous growth from the infected seed. The seeds were left 3 days in the 
agar-Petri dish tests and 4 days on the blotters. The data in Table 40 
show that Gibberella saubinetii can be detected more accurately on agar 
than on blotters but again the blotter test gave an indication of the scab 
fungus. A longer period of time shows an increase of infected seeds on 
blotters. 
Table 40. Detection of Gibberella saubinetii on 
Corn Kernels by Three Methods. 
No. seeds Percentage of corn seeds from which 
Medium planted Gibberella saubinetii or Fusariutn grew 
Blotters 41 29 
Plain 2^ agar 20 55 
Buffered potato 
dextrose agar 19 47 
In several lots of garden beans that were received some seeds were 
shriveled and the seed coats were somewhat v/ater-soaked. This suggested 
that the beans raiglit carry the bacterial blight organisms. Four methods 
were used in making tests for bacterial infections 
(1) Untreated seeds were planted between separate blotters in moist 
chambers and held at an alternation of terftperatures, 30*^0. in the daytime 
and 20°C. at night for 10 days. 
(2) Seeds surface disinfected with Glorox were planted the same way 
as in (1). 
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(3) Untreated seeds v/ere planted in autoclaved soil in 5 inch pots 
and held at 30°C. for 16 days* 
(4) Seeds were planted as in (3) but held at 20-30°G. for 16 days. 
The results given in Table 41 shov/ that seeds genninated in a racist 
chamber vdth or without surface sterilization are more ppt to give an 
indication of bacterial blight infection than when plaiited in pots. 
Table 41. Cojaparison of iSethods for Dei:.ecting Signs of 
Bacterial Blight of Beans. 
Percent seedlings v/ith 
symptoms of bacterial blight 
Wo, seeds Percent (collapsed or vfater-soaked 
Condition Sample planted germination hypoootyls.) 
In moist R 3848 10 70 70 
chamber 
at R 3849 10 80 60 
20-30^0. 
10 days 75848 10 90 10 
seed not 
treated. 
Same as R 3848 10 90 20 
above but 
seeds R 3849 10 100 50 
treated 
in 75848 10 100 0 
Glorox. 
In auto- R 3848 10 80 0 
claved 
soil in R 3849 10 70 0 
pota 
20-30°C. 75848 10 90 0 
Same as R 3848 10 70 0 
above but 
3CPC. R 3849 10 80 0 
constant. 
75848 10 90 0 
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Throo other toohnlquea for tho dotootion of orgoniaina on gonainating 
aeedlinga are dlBoussed later under tlie heading "Study of Spaoifio Organ>-
isma," Tho organisna and hoats involved are Alternaria on oabhage, 
GloEierella glycine a on aoybeans and Cux*vularia on timothy. Illustrationa 
of aeedlinga affected with thoso organisms are found in Figurea 9, 10, 11, 
12 and 13. 
Symptoma or signs on older plants* 
Only one tost wortliy of note "was made that involved the use of this 
method# Thia was a tost for nosaio of Rofugee beans. Untreated beans vrare 
planted in autoolev-ad soil in 5 inoh pots and held in tho greenhouse# 
Observations wore made in 27 days. Two plants out of 11 had good symptoma 
of nosaio, Tho symptoms agreed woll with dosoriptions mado by Fajardo 
(1930), 
Isolation, idontification and pathogenicity testa of organiama. 
If tho preceding methods are not sufficient to establish tho identity 
of an organism, it can often bo isolated and grown in culture. Although 
thia method is time-consuming it must bo practiced v;hen ono wants to 
validate his cirm judgpiont as to the identity of an organism. Often a 
pathogenicitj'- test needs to follow to dotonnine if tho partioular organism 
is responsible for the disease. 
Pathogenicity tests v/ith an organism require tlie exclusion of all 
other organisms, v^hioh moans tho isolation of tho test plant and its 
growth under aseptic conditions. To accomplish this a test tube-blotter 
method was deviaod, A strip of blotting papor a little narrower than 
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the inside dicur.otfir of the test tube and 6 or 7 t3jite!5 as long vras folded 
accordion-liico into 6 m- 7 gruares, and plncod in tho bottom of a tost 
tube so that v.-hea it expanded it pur.hed up toward the mouth of the tube. 
About an inch of vjater v/as added, the tubes plu;:jed and autoclaved after 
•which each served as an inctividual isolated nhfuaber for tlie geriiiiiiation of 
a Reed under aseptic conditions. One seed can then be planted on ti® top 
souare of the folded blotter, which has been leveled and dipped a bit in 
the iiiiddle so that the seed can't roll off. Seeds can be disinfected then 
inoculated v/ith any organism before or at the time of planting or after 
the seed has sprouted. The tube can be placed at the right environmental 
conditions and developnent of the disease and growth of tlie organism can 
be studied. The substrate can be modified to accojiimodate many types of 
seed and to fiiirniah nutriisent for the growth of the organism. The size 
of tiie test tube can be vavif* to accoinmodate seeds as large aa beans. 
This method has been used successfully as a teclmique to determine the 
pathogenicity of isolates from soybeans, dill and cabbage. It also can be 
used for the detection of organisms on seed which has been sent in to the 
laboratory for pathogenical examination. 
A technique that vjas used for pathogenicity tests of Pseudoraonas 
phaseoli Involved the use of autoclaved soil. Garden beans were planted 
in the soil in small wooden flats. In 10 days tho plants were inoculated 
hypoderniically in the liypoootyls with a culture of the orgai-dsta suspended 
in sterile YJater. The plants vjere placcd at a temperature of 30°C. in 
the day and 20°C. at night. Artificial light was supplied during the day. 
On tho 14th day the final observation v^as made. The percentage of wilted 
plants was taken as an indication of the virulence of the organism. 
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Seventeen out of 2.0 -ilimts inoculatcd Tf.'ith three dj-fferant cultures 
^vlltod In lli. days, whllG orin culture produced no disease. On].y one out 
of 15 plants held ^dthout Inoculation •v^ilted. It is concluded that this 
is a satisfactory seed laboratory method for detex'inining the pathogenicity 
of Paeudoraonaa phaaeoli. 
Another technique used extensively in other fields of pl;int pathology 
is the artificial infestation of the gerjiiination medium. This technique 
has been used successfully for pathogenicity teats of organisms on soybeans 
and cabbage seed as described later. 
Study of Specific Organisraa 
In the latter part of 1940 many stuuples of soybean seed vfere 
received at tlie laboratory for testing. Samples were gerniinated in the 
greenhouse and in boxes of sand in the laboratory. A considerable number 
of the samples showed lesions on tire cotyledons atid hypocotyls. In other 
instances fungi were observed gro^dng on the cotyledons soon after emergence. 
As time permitted about 105 isolations were made from diseased soybean seeds 
and seedlings. These v<ere grouped according to their cultural character­
istics and examined microscopically,. Many of the cultures v^ere not identi­
fied. Pathogenicity tests of 14 cliaracteristic cultures were roade. Tvvo 
techniques were used, a brief description of each is given in the game 
table as the data for the tests, Table 42. Two cultures, numbers 453 and 
469 were the only ones that were extremely pathogenic. However, it is seen 
that some of the other cultures did reduce the germination in sand, find in 
general the percentage of germination decreased as tfee percentage of dis­
colored roots increased. Culture 4^9 was isolated from a diseased hypocotyl 
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Table 42. Reaction of Soybean Seed & Seedlings to 
Inoculation with 14 Fungous Isolates from Soybean Seed. 
Method used for Fungus No. seeds 
pathogenicity test culture no. tested Observations 
Test tube-blotter method. 427 4 No serious 
Each seed tested was infection 
surface disinfected. /f28 8 No serious 
and planted individually infection 
in a tube. A culture 431 4 Slight amount 
of the fungous growing of disease 
on a piece of agar was 453 4 All seriously 
placed beside the seed. diseased 
3/4 killed 
469 4 All seriously 
diseased 
3/4 kiUed 
567 12 No serious 
Infection 
Check 4 No infection 
Method used for Fungus No. seeds Percent Percent with 
pathogenicity test culture no. tested gerirdnation discolored roots 
Infested sand method. 420 150 82.3 29.0 
50 seeds each of 
Manchu, Mukden 421 150 88.3 0.0 
and mini soybeans 
v/ere planted in 435 150 94.0 0.0 
sterilized sand 
to w hich a culture 436 150 88.0 23.0 
of a specific 
organism had been 438 150 94.0 0.0 
added. Observa­
tions were made 440 150 86.0 6.7 
in 10 days. 
445 150 90.3 17.3 
449 150 85.3 8.9 
Check 150 90.2 0.0 
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developed from a seod thct v;as inocvilated vAth o. culture of /|53 in n pre-
liruinory pnthof;Qn,Uiit,y test. The pathogen vf.is .idenlific!>'' an CrlonorGlla 
f^lycines (Hor3.) Lclvn. nrid './olf, but onl.y tho inmorfoct form, Collototrichurn 
/rlyoines Hori, v&s observed. 
k nubGequent tent of tlio atho/fen on 3 varieties of noyhGans T/aii I'lade 
in the /greenhouse. Seed \fac (Jipned in a atxire ouspension of the organism 
or the aoil (autoclaved soil) >va.T infer.ted v-ith the,fungus /jro™ on agar, 
one Petri dish culture rier pot. The results of this test are found in 
Table AO* It ifs seen that the anthracnose fungous caused seedling infection 
of each variety of soybean used. A photograph of two of these pot tests is 
shovrtT in Figure 9. Figure 10 shov/s the a ipearance of diseased and healthy 
seedlings. Further observations of soybean seedlin^js naturally infested 
%s'ith Glomerella /glycines as they emer^jed from sand coiifirmod the observa­
tions of the pot tests. The symptoms are first a dark discolored canker 
on the cotyledons then a gradual darkening and necrosis of the hypocotyl 
Tworlcing doifn from the cotyledons. The hypocotyl may be attacked in the 
iaiddle portion first. As the hypocotyl pushes the cotyledons up through 
the s£ind the organism inaj'' become lodged with the sand and later be in a 
position to attack the middle part of the hypocotyl. A broivn blotch 
aopearsj beco/ning darker and necrotic as it spreads. Infection has also 
been seen on the roots. 
For a Laboratory method of detecting the anthracnose organism, 
germination tests can be miide in sand and the necrotic areas on the 
cotyledons or the dark brown necrotic condition of the hypocotyl can be 
used as indicators of the presence of the organism. Lehman and Vfolf (1926) 
described the symptoms on mature plants in the field and Ling (1940) 
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Table 43. Pathogenicity Test of Qlomerella glycines on 
Soybeans Germinated in Pots. 
Ho. of 
seedlings 
No. of No. of with Percent 
Method of seeds seedlings symptoms of infected 
Variety infestation planted emerged anthracnose seedlings 
Mukden Check 40 32 0 0.0 
Seeds infested 20 10 8 SO.O 
Soil infested 20 11 7 64.5 
Illini Check 40 38 0 0.0 
Seeds infested 20 11 7 64.5 
Soil infested 20 19 11 57.9 
Manchu Check 40 31 0 0.0 
Seeds infested 20 15 4 26.7 
Soil Infested 20 17 8 47.5 
Pig" 9« Leftt 
Ri{5htj 
The seed of IJukden soybeans planted in this pot 
was infested with ^ ores of Glomerella glycines» 
Tho seed planted in this pot waa not infested. 
Fig# 10. Left J Pour diseased seedlings from the above pot at 
the left are shonn. These are typical symptoms 
of the anthraonose organism. 
Rights These are eight healthy seedlings from the above 
pot at the loft. 
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Fig. 10 
described the sfymptoins on seedlings in the field in West China. Johnson 
and Koehler (1943) distinguished this disease from that caused by Diaporthe 
so.jae Lehra. by the presence of the fruiting bodies on the stem and pod of 
the host, and by the characteristic setae of the acervuli of the anthracnose 
fungous. 
The disease appears on soybean seed in Iowa in seasons of abundant 
rainfall in the fall months before )iarvest time. 
A 15 pound sample of cabbage vfas sent to the lal>oratory to be examined 
for the black rot organism, Pseudomonas campeatris. Four tests were con­
ducted to determine whether the organism v/ould express itself on young 
plants. 
The first test was made in Petri dishes at three different tempera­
tures and with seeds surface steriliaed and unsterilized. The results shown 
in Table 44 indicate tliat there was an organism associated with the seed 
that caused rotting at the base of the hypocotyls. Treating the seed with 
mercuric bichloride for 5 minutes reduced the infection at every terapera-
ture except 30°C. at v/hich the organism vjas at a disadvantage. A photo­
graph, Figure 13, shows the appearance of one Petri-dish test that had a 
high percentage of cabbage seedlings v;ith the lower part of the hypocotyls 
wilted and browned. 
If the black rot organism was present in this test it was xuaaked by 
other organisms. 
The second test, made in sand failed to give evidence of black rot 
but again there was another organism that affected germination. This 
orgaidsm appeared to be an Alternaria si^ecies. 
Seeds were again disinfected and planted aseptically and singly in 
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test tubes for observation of any organisAi that might express itself. 
Most of the tuVjes developed Alternaria. No signs of Pseudoiaonas 
carapestria were observed. One other test vjas mde for the deterxnination 
oi' the black rot or^janisiu by moans of geritiination and growth of seedlings, 
Foui' small flats were prepared c?4id filled with pasteurized soil, 100 seeds 
were planted per flat. After about three xyeoks two plants developed 
Table 44. Reduction of Infection of an Organism on 
Cabbage by Seed Treatment. 
Percent of seedlings with brown 
lesions at base of hypocotyl®' 
Treatment 
No. 
seeds 
20OC. 20-30°G. 30OC. 
Check 200 13.0 7.5 1.5 
Seed treated 2 
minutes vd.th a 
solution of .1% 
HgCl, in 10% 
ethyl alcohol, 
then v/ashed 
200 8.5 5.5 1.0 
Same as above but 
treated 5 minutes. 200 3.0 0.0 1.5 
^These tests were made on blotters in Petri dishes, 100 seeds per 
dish. 
typical symptoms of Paeudomonas caiiipostria. 
Cabbage seed from this sajne saxnple was next studied from the stand­
point of finding out the cause of the browned iiypocotyls. Isolations were 
made from hypocotyls and seeds. The most frequent fungus was an Alternaria 
A good many bacterial cultures were also isolated. A pathogenicity test 
using 6 cultures of bacteria and 2 of the Alternaria was conducted. The 
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cultui'QS v;ere grovni on potato dextrose agar in Petri dishes. The organism 
and agar viero mixed in sand, each culture in one paa of sand. In each pan 
200 seeds were planted in a nuinnor so that no, sand -would be transferred 
froiii one pan to another. The two cultures of Alternaria, culture nuiiibers 
639 and 669, did the most da/aage reducing the percent of strong plants to 
27.0 and 35-5 percent respectively. The clieck tests showed some Alternaria 
infection giving a ger.'iiination of percent. The tests with all of the 
bacterial cultures gave gerrainati-on i:iercentages higher than chock, between 
72 and 89 percent. No plausible explanation of these latter results is 
offered. Isolations vfere jnade from the check plants that T;ere diseased and 
from the diseased plants in the Alternaria-infected sand. Alternaria was 
isolated from both. 
The pathogenicity of tiiis Alternaria VJP.S again showi in sojne tests 
made in Petri dishes. Sterile seedlings were grown on potato dextrose agar 
in each of 4 Petri dishes. The pathogen, culture number 650> was transferred 
to the media \vhen the seedlings were 5 days old. In 7 more days the fmigous 
had gro-ivn over the surface of the agar in each dish Infecting every seedling 
as it progressed. 
The specific identity of this organism was not established. The spores 
did not coiapare favorably in length with the description of Alternaria 
brassicae (Berk) Sacc. They more closely resembled Alternaria circinans 
(Berk, and Curt.) Bolle. 
This lot of cabbage was treated with hot water as described later for 
the control of Pseudomonas campestris. Seeds treated and untreated were 
planted in blotters to deteriiiine whether Alternaria was controlled. A 
high percentage of the seedlings from untreated seed again showed discolors-
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tion at the liaso of tlie hypocotyl and tho seedlinjjs from troated seed 
remained free froia infection. 
It is concluded Jihut dia£?iosis of cabbage seed Infection by apeoies 
of Alternaria can be acoompliahed in the seed laboratory i:i the usual 
folded-blotter >;eriiilnatif)n test. A brovm area at the base of the Jiypocotyl 
is typical of infection. Flecked, or necrotic cotyledonB are also indica­
tive as intii.-iated by Crosier and Patrick (1939a)« 
When making routine germination tests of tiuiothy seed a diseased 
condition of the seeds and seedlings often aj^pears. The tests are made 
on vfhite blotting paper in Petri dishes. So/iie seedlings becoiae water-
soaked, develop a gray thai a dark gray cast and mlt over. Exaiiiination 
with a binocular microscope reveals dark mycelium and dark septate 
Curvularia spores on the surface of the collapsed seedling. Often the 
seedling is killed before the sprout is one centiinetor long or the seed 
may be killed before it geniiinates. Frequently a laass of conidiophores 
from one locus on a dead seed develops into a [xircupine-like tuft. A 
stroma may also be developed in the shape of an irregular black protrusion 
froiii this locusj others of the dead seed attacked by this fungus are 
covered vfith a dark fuazy growth on -which spores are borne. 
The organism v/as easily isolated from diseased seedlings or dead 
seeds and cultured on potato dextrose agar. It most closely resembles 
Curvularia ramosa (Bainier) Boedijn. C. raiaosa has been considered 
synonymous with Brachycladiuni ramosum Bainier bji- Boedijn and Helfaintho-
sporium M Henry by Hynos (1936). For descriptions see Henry (1924) and 
Boedijn (1933)« To the witer's knov/ledge no species of Curvularia or 
HeLninthosporiuin. have been reported on timothy seed, and none of the 
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descriptions of Helminthosoorium by Drechsler (1923 nnd 1925) fit the 
organism. Crosier and '.Veimer (1939) gave illustrations of an organism 
foimd on fescue seed, Curvularla spicifera (Bainier) Boedijn which has 
been referred to as Brael^ycladium spiclferum D linier and Holminthosporium 
tetramera McKinney. The organism isolated from timothy is slndlar to 
S.* spicifera but differs in color and shape. Another closely related 
organism is C airvularia lunata (Y/alker) Boedijn which Tullia (1936) 
isolated from rice seed. C. lunata v/as formerl;/ referred to as Helmlntho-
sporium citt'vulum Sacc. The spores of the organism from timothy are not 
quite so curved. 
The conidia of the Curvularia species isolated froia timothy seed 
ranges in size froiA 11.8 to 13.S microns wide by 31.6 to 39.5 lont'j; if 
spores are taken from a seed. If taken from a culture (culture nun\bar 719) 
the range in size is from 7.V to 10.9 joicrons vdde by 22.8 to 34.5 long. 
The shape is curved like a banana but bulged jriore in the middle. They have 
typically 4 septa, the largest cell being in the middle. The color is 
dark brown in the middle and more nearly hyaline in the ends. 
A pathogenicity test of the organism v/as made. The fungous xvas grown 
on potato dextrose agar where it sporulated abundantly. A spore suspen­
sion in water was made and seeds of timothy were soaked in it and planted 
on moist blotters in Petri dishes. It was thought that better Infection 
might result if the surface tension vrere reduced to make the spores adhere 
to the seed better, consequently a second test was made using .Jjo fish oil 
soap in water as the medium to carry the spores. 
The results of the test are shoii-m in Table 45. It is noted that the 
organism did causc disease. Fish oil soap seemed to retard the development 
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of normal seedlin/rs and reduce Infection. It is also seen that 6.5;^ of 
the uninoculated seoda dGvulopod syjuotunia of Curvularin. Troatnient of 
the seed should at least partially control this fungus. 
Table 45. Infection of Timothy vdth 
Gurvularia Culture 719. 
Inoculation 
Wet 
vjith 
No. 
seeds 
Percent 
germination 
Percent diseased 
seedlings and seeds 
None v;ater 200 93.5^  6.5 
.3^ fish 
oil soap 200 93.5'^  0.0 
Culture 719 Vi'ater 200 90.5 51.5 
.3:? fish 
oil soap 200 88.5 32.5 
'^his figure includes ?S weak sprouts. 
This figure includes 63.5Jt atron^; and 3052 weak sprouts. 
A pathofjenicity test of another isolate v/as roade using either 
untreated seed or seed that was treated with .1^ mercuric bichloride in 
7O/0 alcohol. The seeds were infested by spraying a spore suspension of 
the organism on the seeds after they had been spaced on blotters in their 
resoective Petri dishes. The results of this test are found in Table 46. 
Two Petri dish tests are illustrated in Figures 11 and 12. It is seen 
that culture 720 was pathogeni.c at either 20°C. or at an alternation of 
30°C. in the day and 20°G. at night and that treatment of seed with ,1$ 
mercuric bichloride in 70^ ethyl alcohol controlled the natural infections 
of this organism. 
Fig. 11. This is a genainaticn test oS tiiiothy seed, not infested. 
Fig. 12. This is a germination test of timothy seed infested vjith Cur^Iaria. 
Fig. 13. Tlriis is a germination test of cabbage infested v/ith an Alternaria. 
Fig. 14. This is a cabbage seedling diseased with the Alternaria. Notice the darkened base 
of the hypocotyl. 

Further study is needed to determine the damage this organism 
causes to timothy in the field and under other laboratory conditions. 
It can be detected by the dark v/ator-soaked condition of seedlings, the 
characteristic spore tufts, black stromata and fuzzy laj'celium on dead 
and weakened seeds and by the curved 4-septate spores. 
Table 46. Infection of Timothy Seed with 
Gurvularia Culture 720. 
Seeds Inoculated Percent 
soaked with infected 
Oerffiination in dis­ culture No, Percent with 
temperature infectant^ 720 seeds germination Gurvularia 
20^0. 5 minutes Yes 100 81 45 
Ho 100 84 0 
1 ijiinute Yes 100 71 74 
No 100 88 0 
Not treated Yes 100 96 13 
No 100 85 2 
20OC. at 5 minutes Yes 100 71 40 
night and No 100 86 0 
30OC. in 
day. 1 minute Yes 100 60 74 
No 100 88 0 
Not treated Yes 100 89 61 
No 100 90 6 
^Disinfectant used was ,1% HgCl2 in 10% ethyl alcohol. This treatment 
was followed by rinsing in distilled water and drying with sterilized 
blotters. 
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Measuring the Importance of Seed-borne Organisms 
The pathological condition of a given lot of seed iriay have an 
important bearing on the kind of a crop that will be harvested. A seed 
laboratory that undertakes to provide a report on the sanitary or patho­
logical condition of seed must also be prepared to mke recoiiuuendations 
concerning the treatment or disposition of diseased lots. This requires 
a broad knowledge of the organism in question and of the several factors 
that determine interaction of host and parasite. Porter (19A1) listed 
seven factors that determine the importance or significance of a specific 
organism carried by seeds. They are (1) the pathogenicity of the organism 
and its severity on the crop in question, (2) the kind of environment to 
which the organism will be subjected in the locality where the seed is to 
be planted, (3) the host range of the organism, (4) the distribution of 
the pathogen, (5) the relative resistance of the variety in question to 
the organism that it carries, (6) the possibility of control by seed disin­
fection and (7) the possibility of disseminating new physiologic forms of 
orgainisias in new regions. 
In seed laboratory practice it would not be possible to give careful 
consideration to all the seven factors because of either lack of complete 
information concerning the variety and the place v/here it is to be planted 
or lack of time in the busy season v^hen the most pressing requirement is 
to test a large number of samples. It is possible, however, to consider 
(1) the nature of the organism, whether parasitic or saprophytic, (2) the 
degree of infection, (3) the probable effcct on germination, field stand 
and yields and (4) possibilities of control. When the variety is known 
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It is possible to consider its relative resistance or susceptibility. 
Detemdning the nature of the organism is of primary importance. 
Whenever possible the organism should be identified and when that can be 
done an estiiuate of the imix)rtance of the infection can be made. If the 
species cannot be determined promptly the class of organisms to v.'hich it 
belongs will often help to measure its importance. I'he place that its 
relatives occupy in plant disease development should serve somevjhat as a 
guide. Furthermore, the actual damage to geriaination caused by the organ­
ism under laboratory conditions must be considered. 
The degree of infection must also be determined insofar as possible. 
For exa/iiple, it is not sufficient to merely deterroine the presence of an 
organism, it is necessary to find out what percentage of the seeds are 
actually infected. In those cases vjhere the percentage cannot be readily 
determined, the relative load carried by a given weight of seed may be 
measured using spore load technique as described by Rice (1939b). 
Of equal importance v/ith the nature of the organism and degree of 
infection is the possibility of control by seed disinfection. There are 
two aspects to this factor that are worthy of note. First of all, if the 
organism is known and effective seed fungicides are available it is good 
practice to either rejxjrt to the jjatron that the pathogen, though present, 
can be controlled by treatment or plant samples of treated and untreated 
seed and inform the owner of the result actually obtained. Such a report 
should encourage him to actually treat the seed in question before planting. 
If the organism is unknown but exjjresses its symptoms in such a vmy as to 
suggest that treatment would be valuable a subsequent test wd.th treatment 
can be conducted using one or more fungicidcs in the experiiaent. Further 
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discussion of the evaluation of fungicides follovis in the next soction. 
Use and Eviiluation of Seed Disinfectants 
In the preceding section it was stated that seed treatment must be 
considered when an attempt is made to evaluate the significance of seed-
borne organisms and that if an organism could be cuntrolled or the progress 
of disease be arrested by treatment such a practice should be recoii'tmended. 
Another important benefit from treatment is that one factor responsible for 
wide differences in the percentage of normal sprouts between replicates or 
between laboratories is reduced or even eliminated. In other words, 
greater uniformity of interpretation of tests is achieved. The use of 
seed disinfectants in a seed laboratory, therefore, becomes an important 
practice. 
Research with seed disinfectants must receive consideration by seed 
technologists not only to become familiar with the use of tried and 
recommended compounds but also to test the response of new and untried 
compounds. The development of dust fungicides has been rapid the past 
decade and a laboratory technique is needed that will measure the relative 
value of new ones in a short tijne, thus saving expensive experimentation 
in field plots. Such studies must necessarily be correlated with those 
that have to do vdth seed protectants. In many cases a compound is needed 
that possesses the power to both disinfect and protect. 
In a previous part of the thesis data were presented in Table 26 
showing the germination of treated and untreated sorghum seeds in blotters, 
Pythium-infested soil and in the field. Reference to the data in that 
table v;ill show that of the three compounds used Arasan gave the Viighest 
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neau percentage of norml plants in blotters as vjell as in the field and 
in Pythiuia-infestod soil. Those resiilts serve to indicate that this com­
pound not only had aoiiiG value as a seed disi:ifectant as shovm by blotter 
tests, but also vias a i^ood protectant against Pythiu'u infection. Ethyl 
mercury phosphate which contains a volatile nercury has been recognised for 
several years as an effective seed disinfectant. To test th-is dust on 
sorghum seed 200 untreated seeds and 200 treated with one-half percent 
ethyl mercury phosphate were planted on blotters. The results given in 
Table 47 shovj the effective control of coleoptile lesions by treatment of 
Table 47* Disinfsctirxg ¥alue of Etliyl Mercury Phosphate 
Applied to Sorghuin Seed, 
Treatment No. seeds 
Percent of plants 
Twith brovm lesions 
at base of 
coleoptile 
Percent 
germination 
Check 200 20 59 
X/2% ethyl mercury 
phosphate 200 2 62 
the seed. The percentage of normal seedlings was not significantly 
different but under unfavorable ccnditions the coleoptile infection could 
probably become serious. 
The effect of four compounds on germination of soybean seed in 
pasteurized sand is given in Table 19. It can be noted that four dosages 
of Barbak D, three of Spergon, three of Semesaii Jr. and four each of 
Arasan and Ferraate significantly increased the germination of Manchu soy­
bean seed which is evidence that organisms on the seed were partially con­
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trolled. Additional data were accumulated fi'om the treatment of 133 lota 
of soybean oeed with Spergon and 42 with Thiosan. Several, varieties are 
represented in these lots. The data are given in Table IS which show tlmt 
Thiosan was somevihat superior to Spergonj if. fact, it is questionable if 
the germination of seed treated vfith Spergon is significantly h:lgher than 
Table 48. Control by Seed Treatment of Organisms that 
Affect the Germination of Soybean Seed, 
Percent germination in 
pasteurized sand 
No. samples No. seeds Check Spergon Thiosan 
133 26600 61 63 
42 8400 66 71 
that of the untreated. The inference is that organisms on the seeds were 
involved and that seed disinfection vdth Thiosan effected some control. 
A test conducted vdth onion seed is reported in Table 36. There is 
strong evidence that Thiosan and Fermate were efficient in the control of 
seed-borne organisms that affected germination. Zinc oxide, Seiaesan and 
Spergon v/ere less effective. 
A lot of corn seed severely infected with Diplodia geae v/as obtained. 
Six fimgicides were tested for the control of this organism. The results 
in Table 49 shw that tlie vitality of this seed was so low that one would 
not expect a large increase in germination resulting from seed treatment. 
The Diplodia count includes the dead seeds which had been killed by 
Diplodia previously. 
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The data show that neither Spergon nor 569-A were of any value as 
disinfectants for the control of D. zeae in blotters. Copper carbonate 
was most effective and Barbak D, Thiosan and one percent ethyl inercury 
phosphate were equal and of some value. Only Barbak D and copper carbonate 
gave increases in germination on blotters and 569~A vms injurious. These 
Table 49. Relative Efficiency of Compounds for the 
Control of Diplodia zeae on Corn Kernels, 
Treatment 
Percent 
Blotters 
2 X 50 
Diplodia 
Sand 
2 X 100 
Percent germination 
Blotters Sand 
2 X 50 2 X 100 
Check 93 98 50 41 
Barbak D 74 80 43 39 
Thiosan 74 84 32 37 
Spergon 100 89 27 35 
569-A 93 98 10 21 
1.% ethyl mercury phospliate 74 74 29 U 
Copper carbonate 59 75 44 42 
limited data indicate that compounds vary greatly in their value as 
disinfectants. 
A test with spinach seed v;as conducted using different dosages of 
Thiosan and Ferraate and one dosage of zinc oxide. Plantings of 200 seeds 
for each sub-sample were made in pasteurized sand. The seeds were kept for 
21 days at 10°C. and the results are given in Table 50. 
There seems little doubt but that some organism carried by this lot 
of spinach aead was rcssponsiblo for rcducod germination belovf that ahovm 
by all th(3 sub-sainplos of treated seed. 
More extensive testa v.'ith different varieties and lots of /jiany kinds 
of field and vegetable crop seeds aro needed to evaluate nevr and old 
seed disinfectants for the control of organisms carried by seeds. These 
Table 50. Germination of Treated and Untreated Spinach 
Seed in Pasteuriaed Sand at 10^0, - 21 days. 
Treatment 
Dosage in 
percent x weight of seed 
Percent 
germination 
Check 61 
Thiosan .25 31 
Thiosan .50 86 
Thiosan .75 81 
Thiosan 1.00 82 
Fermate .25 39 
Fermate .50 94 
Feriaate .75 84 
Ferraate 1.00 86 
Zinc oxide 2.00 85 
studies need to be compared with similar testa in Pythium-infested soil 
and in field plots. 
Combination of treattnents to control internal patho/^ens nnd protect 
seeds from soil fungi are sometimes required. Both cabbage and tomato 
seeds, juay carry internal patliogens that can be controlled only by soaking 
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in hot water. Paeudomonas caiapestris, the causa of black rot of cabbage, 
is carried beneath the seed coat. Treatment vd.th hot water is an effec­
tive disinfectant but it has been considered injurious to germination. 
An experiment v/as conducted vdth cabbage seed knovm to carry a trace of the 
black rot bacteria by soaking the seed 20, 25 and 30 minutes in a hot 
v/ater hath at 50®G, The germination of the seed after drying vj.is 74, 75 
and 75 at the respective period?! of soaking given above, and of the 
iintroated seed 7^ percent, TJie toiTiporatvire vras so \vell controlled that no 
injiiry to germination resulted. Following the hot viater treatment one 
portion vms treated -with 2 jjercent zinc oxide and percent Sejuesan. The 
germination of the seed v/as 72 and 71 percent respectively after treatment. 
The balance of the 15 pouiid lot from v;hich samples v;ero drawn for these 
experiments v<-as treated in small lots in hot vmter, dried and then treated 
vdth zinc oxide. This seed was planted in northern lovia axvl a good crop 
free from black rot v;as produced, 
Methods for Growing Aseptic Seedlings 
In addition to the cimtrol of seed and soil-borne organisms by the use 
of chemical dusts it is often necessary to start with aseptic seedlings 
for inoculation ex^jeriments ^^d.th organisms vfhose pathogenicity has not 
been proved. 
Many methods for surface sterilising seeds have been used. Soaking 
the seeds in a disinfecting solution then rinsing Viith vjater and drying 
is a common methorl used by r>lant patliolo.ir^i.-sts. The soaking and rinsing 
processes are easily done but the drying is difficult if the seeds are to 
remain devoid of all organisms. An apparatus vms developed to facilitate 
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tlie drying of siaall lots of seed aseptically. An open glass tube 1 Inch 
in diameter and o inchas long was heated at ono end and lips v/ere made 
Vjenuinr the glass inward. Cotton plays wore placed in oach end of the 
tube. Ths plug opposite the lip end vjus pushed in ao that none of its 
cotton v;as left outsidfj jI' the tube. A rubber stopper T/ith a glass 
connecting tube aiid a rubber tube attached v/as i'irnly secured in this 
end. The rubber tube c.Jii.ld be connected to the air pressure line and air 
could be forced throui^'h the cotton plug filter and out through the 
opposite end. The inv/ardly t'lrned lip served to prevent the Iwier cotton 
plug froju bein^' blov/n out. This instrujiient is called the drying-tubG. 
For operation this apparatus was first autoclaved and cooled. After 
removing.; the cotton plug-, seeds foi." treatment were placed iusido the tube, 
the cotton plug replaced and the treatment was begun. Any liquid disin­
fectant could be sucked up into the tube and coitio in contact vdth tte 
seeds. It could be forced out at the proper tiiae. Sterile water could 
be sucked in and ex>3elled several times for rinsing. Then the rubber 
tube could be connected to the air line and filtered air could be forced 
through, drying the seeds in a fevi hours. 
Ten percent Clorox was foujid to give good control of wost super­
ficial orijaniojas found on the seeds tested. To test the efficiency of the 
treatment, treated seeds were planted aseptically in Petri dishes on 
potato dextrose agar. If £jood disinfection i-ias accomplished relatively 
few bacterial or mold grov/ths appeared on the mediujii in a week's time. 
Cabbage, vjheat fmd barley viere disinfected in the Di'yinj^-tube. As 
an example of one treatment about 200 seeds of wheat -were placed in the 
Drying-tube and aoaked iii 10 perceiit Clorox for 2 hours and 20 minutes. 
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i-inseil vfith aterile distilled v/ater tvfice and blown cU-y in 24 hours^ 
T'A'enty of those soeds were planted on jwtato dextrose agar, 17 of these 
ijeriianated and all rejiiaDjied sterile for 11 days at which titae the test 
was discarded. Barley vjau very difiicult to completely disinfect vdthout 
injurin/j the seeds. 
Soybeans could bu disinfcctcd v.lth 0.1 percent HgCl2 in 70 percent 
ethyl nlcoliol without tlie use- or tho d:'i'"i:v;-taue, z'inscd and blotted drj' 
v.lth sterile blottiur ^jcipcr. Froj ^ seed treated tiiis tray only 4 out of 
21 becane contaminated. 
Aiiother jiiethod of &cejt'iliain£; the sui'face of seeds was attempted,. An 
ultra violet lij^ht, in coituaerce called a "Sterilamp," manufactured by 
ViestiiighousG Electric Coiiipanyj was installed. In an inoculation chamber. 
An arrangement was devised wtoreby tlie distance of tlic lamp fron an 
exiJOstATe platform could be adjusted. The platforia could be slialcen 
mechanically by an electric motor. The bottoja lialf of a Petri dish was 
secured to the platform, seeds Vv'ere placed in it and exposed to the li.ght 
while being agitated. 
Ten experiments vdth exposure tiiaes as long as 2 hours and at a 
distance as close as 4 l/2 cm. failed to disinfect any seed. It iras 
observed, however, that Tihiiiopus spores in 68 trials with 4 saiaples of 
wheat were killed in 2 hours. Perhaps a more intense light vrauld 
penetrate deeply enou£jh to kill all of the organi.Er:is. Until raoro work is 
done it appears that tlie Sterilarap is unsatisfactory for the control of 
seed-borne orgaiiisras. 
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Discussion 
One of the objectivea in seed testing that has recently come into 
prominence is tlmt of determining the degree of infection and the signi­
ficance of organisms carried by seed. To accomplish this particular 
objective it has been necessary to give more attention to diseases of 
plants than has ever been done before by seed analysts. The principal 
need, of course, is to determine if an organism is present, then identify 
the entity if possible and evaluate its presence in terras of crop pro­
duction. 
The general methods of detecting organisms as described in this 
thesis are not different from those suggested by earlier investigators. 
Some raodifications of teciiniques previously developed by Porter (1932, 1935 
and 1938) and his associates -were studied. One simple new procedure is 
that of using a bottle of water inverted over a blotter to control 
moisture uniformly. This procedure is of value in the stud^ of corn and 
small grains. Another tectinique that proved of some value is that of 
placing individual seeds in depressions made in strips of folded, sterile 
blotters inserted in sterile test tubes. This method makes it possible 
to examine the flora of a single seed without contamination from another. 
A third technique that seems to possess considerable merit dealt vdth the 
production of aseptic seedlings grown from seed treated and dried in a 
glass tube through which filtered air was passed. Aseptic seedlings are 
necessary if one wishes to detennine the macroscopic symptoms of an 
organism on a particular kind of seed. 
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If one vfishes to measure the absolute percentage of infection that 
a given seed lot possesses there is probably no better method than that 
of plating the seeds individually in culture media either before or 
after surface disinfection. The use of a disinfectant is dependent on 
vfhether external or internal organisms are sought or involved. The 
limited studies presented lieroin indicate that other methods give a 
fairly accurate measure of individual seed infection but they do not 
approach tlie absolute as closely as does the plating method. 
The significance of many seed-borne oi'ganisms is not fully under­
stood. For example, it is not knovm how pathogenic the species of 
Alternaria isolated froia cabbage isj hovf it affects germination in the 
field and the subsequent crop. The significance of the Gurvularia 
found on timothy seed is also not knov/n; the effect on stand and 
disease in the field needs to bo determined. Seed treatment experiments 
should be performed so that methods of control and the value of control 
could be established. If a method of control of an organism becomes 
knovm then the significance of this organism in or on the seed clianges. 
It becomes less important to obtain healthy seed if diseased seed can 
be treated to inactivate the pathogen. 
The actual techniques used in determining seed-borne organisms have 
been discussed. These methods vary a great deal. The time required for 
diagnosis may be from a fev/ seconds to several months. For oxaraple, one 
can detect severe infection by Nigrospora oryzae on corn by exainining it 
superficially with a hand lens, and it may require 3 weeks for soybean 
jnosaic to express itself, or 3 months to detect loose smut infection of 
vfheat or barley. 
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Another question that arises is "With how much diligence must one 
look?" For exaraple, in evaluating corn for Kigrospora if a sample has a 
little infection and is well niixed a few spores probably are lodged on 
every seed. If a very exacting test is inade, 100 percent of the seeds 
v/ill be found to carry the organism. On the other hand if a sample carries 
more internal infection but not many spores, a lower index of infection 
y/ould be given. In this latter case the method to use for the expression 
of symptoms on the seedlings is gennination at low temperature which 
favors seed decay and seedling bligiit. Since Migrospora isn't as viru­
lent a pathogen as many others, a few superficial spores would not be 
ivorth searching for. 
In contrast to tl'iis, cabbage seed containing only a trace of the 
black rot organism, Pseudomonas campestris, may, if used, cause serious 
crop damagej hence much diligence is required if a test for P. ca:apestris 
is to be undertaken. The tiiue and effort si-ient in xoaking disease tests 
therefore should be in proportion to the significance of the organism 
involved. 
Better techniques are required for the detection of organisms which 
may bo present in only minute amounts. If only one out of 500 cabbage 
seeds contained the black rot organism and only 200 seeds were tested the 
chances of over detecting this organise are slight. Detection of one 
diseased seed out of 100 would even be difficult. Typical symptoms raight 
not be developed on half uf the seedlings fi'om infested seed. If the exact 
requirements were known for the best expression of the disease in seedlings 
an analyst could be a little more sure of himself •i/hon he reports no 
pathogen present. 
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There is real need for further investigations in this important 
field of seed tedmology. More refined mycological techniques vjould bo 
of great value in tlie diagnosis of symptoms of disease. As techniques are 
improved it will be possible to employ seed testing as an iraportant pro­
cedure in disease surveys. The distribution of organiaias and an indica­
tion of tlielr seriousness each year could be deterioined liy records from 
the thousands of saiiiples received each year in a seed laboratoiy. 
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SUIAIARY .,U1D COWGLUSIONS 
A seed analyst whu takes aerlously Ids responsibility to the state 
aa well as to the individual fanaer or sueds/oari must be vigilant and 
alert for the appearanoe of seed conditions tliat indicate; possible loss 
from the use of a particular seed lot. In addition to the purity, 
viability and moisture content of seeds, two otlier conditions liiay be 
found wliich affect the kind of crop to be harvested. These are (1) a 
loFvcred vitality as measui'-ed by seed response to unfavorable conditions 
for goraiination and (2) the presence of seed-borne organisras capable of 
producing disease. 
The techniques involved in deterraining the two latter conditions 
liave not been sufficiently developed. The pi'oblera for inveati£,'ation v.-as 
to develop and evaluate methods for their deterfnination and an interpre­
tation of their importance. 
To develop a lusthod for determining seed response under unfavorable 
cotiditions it was assuiaed (1) tliat a standard method should be developed 
vildch TOuld provide uniforja soil conditions unfavorable for geriaination 
and (2) that the unfavorable conditions for a laboratory test should be 
comparable with the most prevalent type of unfavorable conditions in the 
field. One of the most prevalent field conditions that is adverse to 
seed gerxuinatian is cold, wet soil in which species of Pytlduifi are fourid. 
Pytljiuiri-infested soil was therefore used as an essential fart of the 
laediuia in vjlrdcli tests were to be jnade. 
The methods used in conducting the tests for seed response in 
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Pythium-infeste'-l soil have been varied froni tlie to tijae as exjx^riencQ 
v<aQ (-^ined by investigation of the problem. The results obtained to date 
are such that certain conclusions relative to the use of a uniform routine 
aeuri juGt.'.J'iable. The laetliod that '.-vap developed its conniderert .^-enGral 
cnoUf'-h for uce with r.nny types of seed rnd r.peoiliic enoUj^^h so that if a 
tact ia j.-cpcated it vfill sindlar results onolx tiino. 
In brief tliis method conyiotR of (1) obtaining a supply of I^thiuja-
infested soil, (2) i.!i>d.ng this soil \vith the riglit amount of sand and v/ater, 
(3) planting the seeda in a standard vfay, (4) subjecting the test to the 
proper temperature for given periods, (5) raaintaining a constant moisture 
content during the test period, (6) evaluating the sprouts in a standard 
nianner. In the first place a field of silt loam soil is located in which 
Pythiuni ia Icnovm to occur. Soil frora the top sjjc inches is taken. The 
soil is then sifted through a one-half inch mesh screen and stored in a 
greenhouse bin. If the soil isn't screoned before storage it is more 
difficult to work with vriien tests are to be made; hovrever this screening 
isn't absolutely essential. The day the test is to be started soil is 
taken from the bin, screened and mixed vdth 2 parts of sand. The sand as 
used is washed river sand. About tivo-thirds of a vrheel barrovf load of 
this soil-sand mixture is prepared at one time. It is placed in an open 
gpJvanized iron itibd m; pan vdth diir.ensions 2':< 2' x 6". By moans of a 
i:.i:d.ri;j tool whicVi is ;J piece of heavy g^alvuniaed iron 2 1/2" x k" tlie 
soil~5and aixtui^e is leveled, v/ater in added .^nd fnixed carefully until a 
tensiometei- readin/; of between 17 and 23 -'nn. of Kercury is reached. Tiie 
procedure of adding v;ater is described In detail on page 2'j. The medium 
which ii5 now obtained is statuJardiaed laboratory soil, naturally infested 
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with Pythiuia, and is now ready for uae in the cold Pythium-infeated soil 
test i-jhich has been termed the cold test or the P. i. a. test. The con­
tainers, either pans or flats, are partially filled v;ith the medium, v;hich 
is leveled off. This layer is about 1/2 to 3/4 inch deep if pans are used 
and about 1 inch deep if flats are used. The seeds to be tested are spaced 
in rows according to a restricted random olanting plan, pressed into the 
medium and covered with a layer of the soil mixture one inch deep. 
The soil ia then covered ivith moist blotters and placed at 8-lOOC. 
Seeds of some plants germinate at this temperature but most seeds only 
absorb and become susceptible to attack by Pythium. Pythiura is active at 
this temperature and invades much of the org^mic material that is present. 
Susceptible seeds are attacked and killed. For moat tests this tempera-
ture is maintained for 7 days, however 3 days for peas, 5 days for sorghum 
and 10 or more days for spinach are su^jgested. During this period care ia 
taken to see that the soil does not become dry. If the blotters on top of 
the soil become slightly dry they are sprinkled. It is believed that the 
blotters serve a useful purpose because when they become slightly dry their 
color changes from dark blue to light blue. Being on top, the blotters 
are the first thing that becomes dry, hence if the blotters are not dry 
the moisture content of the soil is satisfactory. At the end of this period 
the flats or cans are transferred to a room maintained at the optimum tem­
perature for the particular kind of seed. The soil is viatered as before 
but the top blotters are removed when the seedlings start to etaerge. IVhen 
all of the seedlings capable of doing so have emerged, generally in 5 or 
6 more days, they are counted. The number of seedlings that emerge out of 
each 100 seeds planted is considered the percent germination and is the 
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index value of the saniple in question. 
A tensiometer vjas designed and described. It is used in standard­
izing soil moisture for such purposes as the cold Pythium-infested soil 
test. 
Environmental conditions of temperature, tiiae of exposure, moisture 
and organic material were fouiid to bo important influencing factors 
affecting the cold teat. 
An artificially-infested medium was considered aa a possibility for 
determining the Pytliiura resistance of a seed sample but no teclinique com­
paring favorably with the cold Pytliiura-infested soil test was developed. 
Seed treatiiient dusts -were found to increase the emergence of the 
seedlings of every kind of seed tested in Pythium-infested soil. These seeds 
were soybeans, corn, sorghum, hemp, flax, barley, sv/eet corn, peas, 
spinach, onions and beets. An evaluation of seed disinfectants for the 
control of pre-emergence blight of theae kinds of seeds was undertaken. 
It was found that in one field test the response of soybeaii seeds 
correlated well vd.th the response in Pythium-infested soil in the labora­
tory. Certain dust fungicides were found to be detrimenti3l and some of 
great value. 
The second {:>art of the thesis is concerned wi-th the presence and 
significance of seed-borne organisms. The general methods used in detect­
ing seed-borne organisms are discussed under the headings (1) symptoms or 
signs on the seeds, (2) symptoms or signs on the seedlings or germnation 
media, (3) sym^ntoms or signs on older plants and (4) isolation, identifi­
cation and pathogenicity tests of organisriis. 
Several specific techniques vAiich have been developed and found to 
be of value ^re jreseiibocl. simple iiiethot' for keapini- ,p;f5rminp.r,ion 
blottcrti urii.i'oviidy" juoi;:l'. it liescribed. It confi.u'.-l.s -in coverlnrf T,he 
mouth o.i' l/2 pint j;!r -viti'i nl.eose cloth, Jillinf in-
vcrtiuK J-'iiC! j.jl-:.ci:i-r oi' l,he blott'sr. 
A techniqu-;.* usu!;,; <v ."vr '"•& '>hs jjubstr'.lv r^r .r-jrwiir.tior; •sii'l curfi-.ce 
'^iuinfoctiori of tns i;&eds is 'uorf tive for 'iho :Ic':cctiori ;;l' 
l .ii-i'0 5V3ori- oc:/7:nij "uu ; i^ oo'-ella tK::ubir.f.'tii o:^  cor;^  Loci-.::!i(iue 
uPin^r blobterr, rvs th6 wjbsbrv.te. 
It was found thr.t ' "oc'l rostho'' ''or ot'rctin',- 'o-iccori'il blj.,;''Jit of 
beHj'i.r-; i.s co ••eTiT;i,n"'fce tlie ui-.tveea t\Lo+tei,'S in c:t (jhM'i'.i)Ti'E .'i^t a 
toMU'iei'otiu-e oT 20^0. a.t ni?;!it and "^0*^0. in the dny. Mosaic of rofu^eo 
bttans 'Jctected in /7 aayc, -iitor neerlt v-ero pl.-^nti'^:' in KOAI in 5 incli 
Dots -ind .-,lrcr-d in tho '•'r'?'^'Tliour:e; Khe en-'-ri ronment v:aR -••••tinuim foT 
'"•H-rnnnation of the seeds. 
One tsctnicae useful in testin," the t'o^enicity of -^n ori?a:oiEm is 
described. It proi'ideH -"n • septic c!).'mber -ojc j-^ermination nf 3-£c--ds and 
of ir^ 'ij.vi'lU'il ;£e:;.dl^ n;";?. i'hc ch'Mdb'f is a te^ t ti^ be v>nd tl^ ? ,^ 'ernii-
nation Kiediuifl is :: strip o;' laoiet blottiiv; rner folded 3'^ver':;l times. 
The: usual iocrxdans used br plant c:i t!;o'!.a;',istf3, of injectin;- by means 
of hypori.M^vdc iieedle, vvter pusoenci'.'a c -in or'''^ni:;r. iiT^.o tlie h/po-
cot'/'ls of relet I found to hn :?'.ti ;.f'icto7':' -"s r f^e^d l-boratory 
method fo" i^'oto'^Y-iinin ' the oatho'^aiclty of (.••ulti.irao of '.'Roudomonas 
phFiGSOli. 
study luia ;.V'.dc of trie l:?.:.-,fiction of nnthrc-.cnoso of c'oybernEj caused 
by Glomoi-c'Ila 'lyciiic^-. be.'.ideu inolation of thd or,/:'.-.uisui f I'oni seed bhe 
presence of the orggnina c:u'i be detenidried b/ i-^rjrininn.bin-; the ivifected 
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seod in sand, Neorotio areas on the cotyledon together vfith a dark hrovm. 
neorotio nrea vrorking dovm the liypoootyl can bo uaed as indioutora of tho 
organisra. 
Cabbage seed was examined for tho prooenoe of Paeudomoms oarnpeatria 
using sand in pans, blottera in Petri dishoa, folded blotters and soil in 
flata as germination media. Only in the soil did aocdlings develop v;ith 
tj^-pical synptoinD of P, campostria. Another disease v/as found more preva-
lont; it was oausod by a spocioa of Altoroiaria, A brovm. ai'ea at the base 
of the hj'poootyl and flookod cotyledons aro tj^pical aymptona of the 
Altornaria. 
An organism commonly found on timothy scads and seedlings was studied. 
It closely rescjmbles Curvularia ramosa (Bainier) Boedijn. It was shoTsn 
to be pathogenic. It can be detected by the dark vrater-aoakod condition 
of seedlings, the porcupine-like tufts of conidiophores, black stromata 
and fuzzy raycelivua on dead and weakened seeds and by tho curved generally 
4 septate sporos. 
In the discussion concerning moaaurGinent of the importance and the 
degree of infection it is emphasized that a quantitative measure of infec­
tion of seeds is essential but identity of the organism is a nocessary 
requirement. 
It is suggested that seed disinfectants to bo of greatest value 
must also have tho power to protect seeds after they are planted and are 
in contact \7ith soil organisms, Inoreaaesin germination of sorghim, 
soybeans, corn, ^inaoh and cabbage seed in sterile or pasteurized sand 
with seed treatments indicate tho control of seed-borne organisraa, Many 
of these diseases are not well understood and the causal organisms 
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I'equlrc additional atudy. 
A section followa £;ivin;;^ a tocJmiquo for obtaining aseptic seeds 
and seodlinga. An apparatus is dGncribed that facilitates the aseptic 
drying of treated seeds. Drying is accomplished by passing filtered air 
through tha seeds in a tube designed for this purpose. Mention is made of 
a "Sterilaiup" which ivas found to be unsatisfactory for the disinfection of 
seeds. 
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